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Ethovox-
Standard 
All-Metal 
Loud Speaker. 

lloigh t , 2v inches. 
D iameter of flair, 15 
inches. Adjustable 
magnet-syst,.m. No. 
cjf)l , 120 oh m; resis
tance. No. 962, 2ooo 
ohms resistance. 

REDUCED TO 

£4- 10 - 0 

Ethovox Junior 
~ Loud Speaker. 

llcight, r6~ incl:es 
Diameter of Hair, 11 ~ 
im h~s. Adjustable 
magnet-system Fitted 
with five-foot fiexible 
lead. Xo. 967, I'lo 
ohms resistance. No. 
90~. zooo ohms rcsi:;
tance. 

£2 - 2 - 0 

Ethovox 
Loud Speaker 
with Mahogany 
Flair. 

Iloight, 26 inches. 
Diameter of flair, 15 
inche.~. Adjustable 
magnet-system. No. 
904, r2o ohms resis
tance. No. 965, 2000 
ohms rcsi,lance. 

£5 - 5 - 0 

A bigger range of 
Burndept Ethovox 
Loud Speakers 

THE Burndept Range of Loud Speakers hac; 
been increased to meet all tastes and 
demands. 

On account of the enormous demand for the 
Ethovox Standard All-Metal Loud Speaker, a 
considerable price recludion has become possible. 
This instrument is noted for ils excellent reproduc
tion of speech and music, its tone being mellow and 
absolutely natural. It gives great volume without 
distortion. 

The Ethovox Loud Speaker with :\Ialtogany Flair is exactly 
the 5ame size as the previously-de~cribed model and employs 
the same sensitive magnet-system. The flair is made of 
mahogany, the special method of construction combining great 
strength with nrat appearance. This model will appeal to 
those who prefer the full, round tone gi\'Cn by a wooden horn. 

The Ethovox Junior Loud Speaker gives ,-ery good results 
with low-powered broadcast recei,·crs. It is r6} inch<'s in 
height and the gound conduit curves into an cxccptionalJy 
large Hair, no less than rrt inches in diameter. At the price, 
the Ethovox Junior stands out prominently in its class. 

An Ethovox Loud Speaker Gramophone Attachment is now 
o~tainable. It can easily be fitt ed to the tone ann of any 
gramophone. Its price, either 120 or 2000 ohms resistanre, 
is £3 - 3- o. 

All these Burndept instmmcnts are gracefully shaped and are 
coloured a deep mahogany shade. Further particular!> nrc 
given jn Publication No. 274, scnl free on request. 

The Burnclept Hangc includes cnrything for radio reception 
from components to complete installations; Burndept 
procluds are guaranteed. 

BURNDEPT 
HEAD OFfiCE : 

Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. 
Telephone : Gerrard 90i2. Trlegmms : Burndcpt, \\"cstrand, London. 
BRA~Cli ES at Birmingham, Brighton, Bristol, Cardiff, Exc1 er, 

Clnsgow, Leeds, Liverpool, MancbestcJ", Newcastle. 
Northampton and Xottinghr m 
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T has been pointed 
Qut upon se\·eral 
occasions . recently 
that there can be no 
question that the 
detecting and low 

frequency amrlifying portions of 
British receivers are unquestionably 
at least the equal of the correspond
ing apparatus in the U nilt'd States. 
It would seem, however, that in the 
dewlopment of high frequency 
amplifying circuits of the special 
tvpes called for to obtain a really 
11igh degree of selectivity, a point 
has been reached in the United 
States which makes it incumbent 
upon us to devote a good deal more 
attention to this subject. 

The conditions prevailing in the 
United States, -..vhere there are com
monly quite a number• of. fair-sized 
broadcasting stations opC'rating in 
each large citv, have made it esS{'n
tial that any receiwr which is in
tended for the reception of distant 
stations shall possp~;s a really high 
degree of general selecti\·ity, and the 
forcing effect of this staH' of affairs 
upon development has resulted in 
rapid progress. 

The advantages to be derived 
from a receiver of high srlPcti\·ity 
need no emphasing in view of the 
incrt'asingly crowded condition of 
the European ether, and here is to 
be found a field fo1· experiment 
which can be entered by any reader 
who possesses quite simrle appara
tus and the necessary patience and 

Selectivity 
perseverance. Elsewhere in this 
issue \vill be found a very sugges
tive article frorr Mr. A. D. Cowpc1·, 
M.Sc., in which the .author outlines 
one method of achieving the desired 
high selectivity, sufficient data being 
given to form an effecti,·e starting 
point. 
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1'\o one doubts thl' ability of tht• 
British Pxperimenter to deal with 
a problem once it has definitely bcPn 
prcs<>nted to him, and then~ is hl're 
a verv interesting opportunity for 
all to assist in bringing our· rPcei\·ing 
app<lratus ur to the standard calkd 
for by present-day conditions of 
crowding of stations in a limited 
frequency band. In thl' article tu 

which we have referred will be 
found a survey of the problem, and 
it is advisable to obtain a clear idea 
of the requirements to produce the 
desired degree of selectivity before 
attempting to devise special methods 
of achie,·ing this end. 

There is a familiar and well-estab
lished method depending upon the 
use of weak couplings between suc
cessive circuits, and the employment 
of this device is usually accom
panied by some reduction ·in signal 
strength, \Vhich has, no doubt, been 
largclv instrumental in preventing 
the British experimenter from mak· 
ing very much use of it up to the 
present. 

He has felt that his main interest 
lay in obtaining the longest possible 
rC'ception distances with the mini
mum number of valves, but the 
change in conclitiong which has 
gradually taken place is resulting in 
a state of affairs in which the long
distance receiving po\vers of a set 
mav be very much curtailed by lack 
of -selectivitv. 

Tlw mm:e general precautions, 
whosP object is the reduction of 
damping in all tuned circuits, must 
·also, of coursl', receive due atten
tion, and a considerabll' amount of 
study should be given to the subject 
nf the elimination of stray coupling 
between the earlier circuits of the re
ceiver ;md those nearer to the detec
tor, as a preliminary to any attempt 
tn make a useful contribution to the 
subject. 
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AERIALS FOR SHORT WAVES 

A typical cage aerial used for amateur trans• 
mission on short wavelengths. 

.llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiMI!IIIlllll~lllllllllllll. 

W E will now· consider how it is possible to 
transmit energy into the upper atmosphere. 
It has already been shown that from a simple 

vertical aerial, or from an aerial which is flat
topped, a considerable amount of energy is propa
gated at an angle to the surface of the ground. Curves 
were shown for the type of aerial a'nd radiation when 
fairly long wavelengths were used, that is, when the 
wavelength used .Was longer than the natural wave
length of the aerial. 

Horizontal and Vertical Radiation. 
We shall now discuss the alternative case •v.here 

the natural wavelength of the aerial is longer than 
the wavelength used. Consider an aerial which is 
not earthed but which is of the form of a Hertzian 
oscillator, such as that shown in Fig. I, where A is 
the point where the power is put into the aerial. Nmv 
consider that this is excited by a wave one quarter the 
n~tural wavelength of the aerial in such a way as to 
obtain the complete oscillation of BAC as one wave
length. It is obvious that along a line OAX which 
is perpendicular to the aerial BAC there •vill be no 
radiation at all, because there will be an •equal and 
opposite effect produced by the two halves of the 
aerial BA and CA. Further, we know that there will be 
no vertical radiation, so that we have the whole of the 
radiation shot up at an angle to the &urface of the 
ground. It is possibl.e to work out conditions for an 
aer;ial excited with an eighth of the wavelength, with 
a sixteenth of the wavelength, and so on. In fact, it 
is possible to work out the conditions when the wave
length used is some irregular fraction of the natural 
wavelength. This was done by Van der Pol in the 
year 1917, and was published in The Proceedings of 
the Phystcal Society of London. Further theoretical 

By Major JAMES ROBINSON, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.lnst.P., 
Director of Research to Radio Press, Ltd. 

In the last two articles of this series in" Wireless 
Weekly" some questions of the propagation of 
waves were considered, and it was shown how 
there is a tendency to attempt to transmit wire-

less energy at an angle to the horizontal • 

= 

= 

= 
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results have also been published recently by Ballantine 
in' the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers. 

Distribution of•Radiation 
A number of figures showing how the radiation is 

distributed vertically are given from Fig. 2 to Fig. 5· 
The curves are again polar diagrams. Referring to 
Fig. 2, 0 is the point representing where the aerial is 
situated; OX represents the horizontal direction, and 
OY the vertical. The relative amount of radiation in 
any upward direction is given by the length of the line 
drawn from 0 to· the curve OBAX. Thus, if OX 
represents the amount of radiation in a horizontal 
direction, then on the same scale OB represents the 
amount upwards at an angle BOX with the horizon, 
and OA at an angle AOX, etc. 

Current Distribution 
Fig. 2 is for lhe ordinary case of the wavelength in 

use being greater than the natural wavelength of the 
aerial, or, in other words, greater than 4.2 times the 
length of the aerial. 

On the left of the figure the current distribution 
along the aerial is given. This is for an aerial earthed 
in the formal way, and without a capacity at the top. 
In. such a case the current is zero at the top and a: 
maximum at the bottom. 

In some of the other· figures the current distribution 
along the aerial is also shown, and in some cas.es it 
will be seen that the current is shown as zero at the 
bCJ•ttom of the aerial. This appears to be a contradic-

B 

A 
0 X 

c 

V 

0 
~>I 
Ao 

X 

Fig. 1 (left)- The radiation from an aerial which takes 
the form of a Hertzian oscillator. Fig. 2 (right)-The 
horizontal and vertical radiation components for an aerial 
whose natural wavelength is less than the transmitted 

wavelength. 

tion, but, in fact, is not so, for special arrangements 
can be made to have zero current at the base, and in 
these cases the aerial is not earthed at. that point. 

Further Examples 
Fig. 3 is for the case of the wavelength in use 

equal to the fraction 0.39 of the natural waveJ.ength of 
the aerial. In this case it is seen that there is con
siderable radiation horizontally, and that at an angle 
of 35 deg. with the horizon the radiation is zero. The 
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In this (his concluding) article Dr. Robinson discusses 

the problems "of transmission on short wavelength•, 
::::.:: and indicates how the principle of harmonic ;adiation 

may be utilised to advantage. 
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radiation splits up into two parts, there being a small 
amount of radiation nearly vertically. 

In Fig-. 5 this splitting up of the radiation into 
various ~parls is seen to be more pronounced. This 
is for the case where the wavelength used is ~rd of 

'the length of the aerial, or actually it h of the natural 
wavelength of the aerial. 

Fig. 4 shows the upward distribution of radiation 
for the wavelength equal to the leng-th of the aerial, 
corresponding to the aerial shown in Fig. S• la this 
case there is seen to be no horizontal radiation. 

Actual Trials 
Both Van der Pol and Ballantine suggested that this 

effect might be used in order to test the Heaviside 
layer theory, and, in fact, tests have already been 
made by the French on these lines. Professor Mesny 
instiwted tests in the _year 1923, ~n ,,·hich h~ trans
mitted a certain form of radiation on 45 metres 
whereby the wavelength used was equal to the natural 
wavelength of the aerial, or somewhat greater than 
that, in O·cher words, where 'the normal form of 
aerial was used. He also transmitted on 45 
metres, whereby the length of the vertical por
tion of the aerial was egual to the wavelength 
and thus harmonic radiation was used. It was con
sidered that in the latter case more radiation was sent 
into the upper atmosphere than in the former case. 
Observations were made by amateurs and by scientists 
in various parts of France, and, in fact, 1n England. 
The 1·esults which were obtained were very inconclusive, 
so that Professor Mesny could not definitely say !that 
the results with harmonic type of radiation were any 
better than those with the more ordinary types of 
aerial. 

Long Distance Communication 
Very little appears to be known in England of this 

type of radiation, and very few records exist as to 
harmonic radiation having been used. The reason for 

0 
LL. = 0·39 >.o 

X 

Fig. 3 (left) and Fig. 4 (right) show the angles of 
radiation for the conditions indicated by the formulae. 

this appears to be that on short wavelengths such 
remarkable ranges have been obtained with such 
exceedingly small powers that experimenters have not 
troubled to consider whether they are using the most 
efficiei1Jt form of aerial. 

Future Restrictions of Power 
The time is not very far distant, however, 

w:hen experimenters will be compelled to devote 

37 

The elaborate aerial system erected by M. Belin at 
his private station at Malmaison, in France. 
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considerable attention to this point. In the case of 
commercial companies, it will be absolutely essential 
to consider the most efficient form of radiation. It will 
not be sufii.cient for .a commercial company to state that 
it has. got communication to Australia at a particular 
time of the day, but it will be necessary to guarantee 
communication for a considerable number of .hours 
per day. In these circumstances the very best 
eliiciency will have to be considered, and special atten
tion will undoubtedly be given to this form of aerial. 
When a considerable number of experimenters, com· 
mercial companies and services are using these short 
\vavelengths, there will be such a scramble for the 
use of \vavelengths that power allowed may be subject 
tc> considerable restrictions. In these circumstances, 
experimenters, ,Services and commercial companies 
will undoubtedly devote considerable attention to use 
of harmonic aerials, and it will not be long before 
the merits of these aerials will be recognised. 

Short-wave Phenomena 
A peculiarity of short-wave working- has often been 

reported that sig-nals cannot be obtained from some 
transmitting stat1ons at distances· of 200-400 miles, 
but that at g-reater distances good signal strength is 
obtained. This appears to have an obvious explanation 
thnt there is no little horizontal radiation from these 
aerials, and that the only useful radiation from them 
is in an upward direction, and it does not get bent 
back to the earth under distances of 400 miles or more. 
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Practical Harmonic Aerial System 

The Eiffel Tower aerial has been used for harmonic 
transmission up to the seventeenth harmonic, and good 
results have been obtained. 

A form of aerial of this harmonic type is actually 
used by the Italian Navy at the pr·e'sent time. One 
station is erected at Rome and another one at Mas
sauah, which 'is 2,6oo miles away, and good communi
cation is obtained. 

Fig. 6 shows the form of this aerial. It is seen that 
the aerial is 75 metres long, and consists of a sausage 
of five wires. There is no earth, but a counterpoise 
is used which is 25 metres long. The \vavelength used 
is 100 metres, and thus the aerial, plus counterpoise, is 
equal in length to one wavelength, giving a form of 
radiation as shown in Fig. 4- A power of 10 kilowatts 
is used, and an aerial current of 5 arriperes is obtained. 

Small Aerial Current 

Perhaps one of the reasons why ·experimenters have 
not devoted much time to this type of aerial is that 
very much smaller aerial currents are obtained than 
in the case of the quarter-wavelength aerial, as a longer 

0 X 

~ = 116 or A= ·% .f 
).. 0 /1 

Fig. 5 (left) illustrates the splitting up of the radiation 
for the case where the wavelength used is two-thirds of 
the length of ihe aerial. Fig. 6 (right).-A form of aerial 
and counterpoise. of the harmonic type in use at the 

present day. 

aerial is used with the same input of cncrg·y. Sup
pose we use a three-quarter-v.:avelength aerial as com
pnred with the normal quarter-wavelength aerial. 

From the fcrmula already given for radi&tion resist-

ance, 'Ra=(39·7 Ah)' ohms, we sec that this varies with 

the length of the aerial. This formula relates, of 
course, to the case where the aerial current is alnJOSt 
constant throughout the length of the aerial, and thus 
we cannot employ it directly in the case of harmonic 
aerials in which the aerial current varies from zero to 
a maximum. The same general law holds, however, 
that the radiation resistance increases as the length 
of the aerial increases. 

Thus, in the two cases of one aerial of the normal 
quarter-wavelength type, and of another with a three
quarter wavelength, the latter is three times as long, 
and thus has much greater radiation resistance. In 
case the input is the same in both cases, it is obvious 
that the aerial current must be smaller in the case 
of ·the three-quarter-wavelength aerial. This, howe,yer, 
does not mean that the distance which the ·wave 
will travel is smaller, for the total radiation is not 
necessarily diminished. 

Experimenters should therefore not be discouraged 
on short waves because they sometin1es cannot get 
large aerial currents. 

Septentber 30, 1925 

Experiments in America 
In the United States amateurs have used harmonic 

aerials to a considerable extent, but for very different 
purposes. One of the. reasons has been that they 
already possess long wavelength aerials, and they have 
desired to use these aerials for shorter wavelengths. 
A method for doing this is to tune the aerial to three, 
five, seven or nine times the wavelength to be used. 
Then tune the primary circuit of their transmitter to 
the wavelength to be used. In this case the aerial is 
used as a harmonic aerial. Quite good results are 
reported with aerials of this type from the United 
States. 

Aerial Design 
There is one great precaution which must be taken 

with short-wave aerials. This is that the aerials must 
be taut in every respect and that they must not be 
allowed to blow about by the \Yincl or to be jerked in 
any other way, for the slightest variation of an aerial 
\vill cause a variation in capacity to earth and capacity 
to other parts of the aerial, and thus cause a slight 
change in wavelength. vVhen received by the hetero
dyne method of reception, obviously this small change 
in capacity will produce very considerable change in 
intensity of signals received. A point to rccom'mend 
about short-wave aerials is that they should be built 
of solid rods which can be made quite rigid while 
at the same time, if they are of the correct m'atcrial 
they can have exceeding·ly small resistance losses. · ' 

Conclusions 
In this series of articles some general ideas have been 

given of the types of transmission and propag·ation 
which have been and are being used. The n·ener~d ten
dency to the use of short waves has been indicated and 
it is interesting to note that this tendency is br;ught 
about from practical considerations and also on theoreti
cal grounds. Two of the most important theories of 
propagation, the Heavis!de layer theory and the 
lYfeissner thoory, have both shO\Yn how advantages can 
be obtained by using waves of shorter \Yavelengths than 

The aerial lead-in of the Post Oflice wireless station at 
Northolt. 

those which have been in common use up to the present •. 
These theories have onry been briefly discussed in these 
[lrticles, but elsewhere in this journal it has been indi
cated that work in ithis country, principally by Pro
fessor Appleton, tends to show that the Heaviside layer 
theory gives a much· fuller explanation of a11 the facts. 
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I Extending the Broadcast Range i 
~ By SYLVAN HARRIS. ~ 
® The possibility of an extension of the band of wavelengths allotted to broadcasting in America may conceivably ® 
® be paralleled in Europe as a result of the recent tests. Some of the problems which confront the designer of @ 
® receivers to co6er the extended band for the new conditions are discussed in this article. @ 
® ® 
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ERE is not a shadow of a doubt that 
there will be consid~rable consternation 
on the part of many American radio 
enthusiasts when the broadcasting- wave
lengths are lowered. There is also no 
doubt that the wave band wili be lowered. 

There is nothing else to be done to clear up the con
gestion which now exists in the ether. Everyone is 
expecting it to happen soon. 

There will probably be a great hue and cry when 
the extension comes. People will say : " It has been 
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Fig, I.-Showing the alterations effected in the tuning 

range of a receiver by chao.ges in the aerial coil. 

difficult enough up to now to cover the range of 550 
to 220 metres (545 to I .363 kc.). How "·ill it be 
possible lf:o cover a range of 550 to I so (545 to r ,999 
kc.)? 

Tuning Over a Wide Range 
·There will be many arguments pm and con, hut 

in the end, no matter how much arguing is done, ways 
and means will be found to overcome the difficulties. 
At least, if the total range cannot be covered in a 
single s-tep, as is now done, it will have to be done 
iu two or more steps. 

As to the possibility of co:vering such a wide wa\'C 
band-that is another questwn. Let us look at the 
prob1em from the point of view of the variable con
denser, which is generally employed for tuning. But 
first there are three ideas which we must grasp firmly 
in order to discuss the matter properly. 

39 

The Basic Principles 
The first of these three is the idea of capacity ratio. 

This is very simple. It is merely the maximum 
capacity of the condenser divided by the minimum. 
In other words, if the maximum capacity of the con
denser is soo p.p.F and the minimum capacity is 20, 

then the capacity ratio of the condenser is soo/20 or 
25 to I. This is generally wdtten 25: I. 

The next idea, that of wavelength ratio, is just as 
simple. It is merely the longest waveleng·th we are 
considering, divided by the shortest. If we are con
sidering a range of 6oo to 200 metres, the wavelength 
ratio is 6ooj2oo or 3: I. 

The third and last of these ideas needed here is 
that which considers the relation between the capacity 
in the tuned circuit of a receiver and the wavelength 
to be received. This is generally known ; the wave
length is given by the fornmla : 

>.. = r884 JL X C, 
in which L is the inductance in the circuit in micro
henries (pH), and C is the capacity in microfarads 
(!~F). The point that is of importance in connection 
with ail this is that the wavelength is proportional to 
the square root of the capacity in the circuit. 

Capacity and Wavelength 
That is to say, we shall have to quadruple the 

capacity to double ,the wavelength, or increase the 
capacity nine times to triple the wavelength. Or to 
look at it another way, we may regard the capacity 
as proportional to the square of the wavelength; t<;J 

ZfJ(J 
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50 
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f-~ 
~ 

f-~ 
~ 

~-~ ..... 

W~VE ~ENG~H(Ne{res) 

HJO 200 500 
Fig. 2.-/llustrating how the inductance of a coil 
increases with an increase in frelfuency (decrease in 

wavelength). 

double the "vavelength we shall have to quadruple the 
capacity, etc. 

Having assimilated these basic ideas, let us now 
co-ordinate them for the purpose of analysing out 
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problem. Suppose we are considering· a wavelength 
range of 6oo to .zoo metres (499·7 to 1,499 kc.). Thi<; 
is a wavelength ratio of 3 to I. Since the capacity 
is proportional to the square of the wavelength, we 
should then require a capacity ratio in our tuning con· 
denser of 9 to 1 to cover the range completely. 

It is a relatively simple matter to cover a 3 to I 
wave range with a coil and condenser isolated in 
space. But when the coil is coupled to another coil, 
as our secondary tuning coil is coupled to the aerial 
coil, .there is another consideration. This is that the 
mutual inductance between the aerial coil and the 
secondary reduces the efTective inductance connected 
across the tuning condenser. 

Experimental Proof 
This can be shown by experiment. A simple single

layer coil is connected in series with a condenser and 
thermo-galvanometcr. This coil has a primary of a 
few turns wound directly upon the secondary winding. 
The circuit is then excited by a small oscillator, and 
the wavelength range of the coil and condenser noted 
for both the maximum and minimum settings of the 
condenser. 

This ·is done by placing the condenser at the desired 
dial settings and measuring with a wavemeter the wave
length at which the galvanometer deflections are a 
maximum. 

The primary coil is then connected to the aerial and 
earth, and without making any other changes in the 
circuits, similar measurements of the wave range are 
'taken. Measurements arc given in the following table 
from an experiment carried out on these lines :-

Without aerial 
With aerial 

Maximum Minimum 
Capacity Capacity 

550 2I5 
507 I98 

This was not done for the purpose of expounding a 
new' theory. The principles have been known for a 
long, long time. But it is surprising how much the 
aerial coupling coil can affect the wavelength range. 

Adding Aerial Turns 
Now, it was noted above that the aerial coupling 

has a ma·ximum \vavelength of 507 metres. This will 
not permit us to tunc in stations abo"'c 507. The 
wave band in America now extends to 550 metres (S45 
kc.). Suppose we add a few turns of wire to the coil to 
make up for this deficiency. What will happen? 

To begin with, we shall reach our 550 metres, of 
course. But, at the same time, we shall raise our 
lower wavelength limit, and instead of being able to 
tunc to rg8 metres (I,SI4 kc.), we may be able to go 
only to, say, 220 metres, or even 240 metres. How low 
we shall be able to tune depends upon how closely the 
aerial is coupled to the secondary, and also upon the 
other capacities existing in the circuit, and whether 
or not the inductance of the coil changes with the 
frequency. 

Lowered Range 
This is :Uustratcd graphically in Fig. I. The vertical 

black column on the left indicates the range of wave
length obtainable ·without connecting the aerial and 
earth to the primary coil. This range is 550 to 2 Is 
metres (545 to I ,395 kc.). With aerial and earth con
nected, the wavelength range is lowered to 507 to 198 
metres (59I to I,5I4 kc.). This makes it impossible to 
reach the longer wavelengths, although W'e can reach the 
shorter ones. This is shown by the middle column in 
l"Jg r.: 
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When we add sufficient turns to the secondary coil to 
make up for this loss of inductance, the \vavelcngth is 
raised to 550 to 240 metres (545 to I,249 kc.). We 
arc now able to tune to the upper wavelengths as 
before, but arc not now able to tune to the lower ones. 

The reason for this is that the coupling of the aerial 
circuit to the secondary lowers the upper limit more 
than it lowers the lower lilnit, whereas the addition 
of the extra turns of wire changes both limits to nearly 
the same extent. This is indicated by the right-hand 
vertical column in Fig. I. 

Inductance and Frequency Changes 
\Vhen a coil has considerable capacity, as is the 

case \Vith multi-layer coils, the inductance changes as 
the frequency (or wavelength) changes. (Sec Fig. 2.) 
Over the longer wavelengths, say from 6oo to 300 
metres (499·7 to 999·4 kc.), the inductance does not 
change appreciably, but it is likely to increase very 
rapidly as the wavelength is made shorter and shorter. 
This will add to our difticultics in getting clown to the 
low wavelengths. 

Now let us consider what difricultics \H shall meet 
when we try to get down to ISO metres (1,999 kc.). 

Some of the apparatus installE-d by the B.B.C. in Stoke 
Poges Church, whence a successful broadcast was 

recently carried out. 

The total range of 6oo to I so metres represents a wave
length ratio of 6oo /I so or 4 to I. As has been ex
plained above, this would require a capacity ratio of 
I6 to I. In the old case, where we covered a range 
of 6oo to .zoo metres (499·7 t01 1,499 kc.), there would 
have been no difficulty in covering the range. The 
stcret of the problem lies in employing- loose-coupling 
between the primary and secondary, and in using coils 
with low distributed capacity. 

The two cases are compared in the table below :-

W avclength Range W avelet'lgth Capacity Ratio 
Desired. Ratio. Required. 
6oo-2oo 3 : I 9 : I 

600-150 4:I 16:1 

(Continued on pa.ge 6o.) 
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C OAS1' dwellers and those in 
the immediate vicinity "Of a 
commercial wireless 'station 

experience extreme local interference 
\\-bich is not confined closely to one 
frequency. Similar local interfcr
e;•ce is threatened in London if _and 
when another broadcasting station 
i; opened in a s-outh-eastern suburb 
tc' provide alternative programmes. 
For cutting through such interfer-

. 
I 

'--r ;.1:: 
' I 

I . 
I 
I 
I 

·Fig. 1.-A classic type of H.F. "filter., 
circuit. 

er:ce m order to receive distant 
stations there are available at the 
present time two practical alter
natives. 

These are the super-heterodyne 
with its many valves and small 
fn,me aerial, and the multiple filter
e;rcuit used in oonjunction with an 
ordinary outside aerial. A single 
interfering station is easy to elimi
nate by a pr<Yper trap, if fairly 

sharply tuned; the real difficulties 
arise when the same extreme degree 
of elimination is needed on many 
frequencies. 

Tight H.F. Couplings 

Since extreme local interference 
\Vith broadcast telephony .has not 
been so conspicuous and universal a 
problem in Great Britain as it ·has 
become during the last year or so in 
the States, the attention of the 
British experinwnter has been 
thrected principally towards the 
obtaining of .<,'\>me degree of effici
ency in high-frequency amplijica,tion 
by various types of (in effect) 
" tight " intervalve H.F. couplings, 
v;herc such couplings are used in 
broadcast receivers, increase of 
range rather than extreme selecti
vity at all costs has been his object. 

It is a commonplace to any careful 
observer that the natural selectivity 
of any reasonably well designed 
oscillating circuit, not deliberately 
r~amped for the sake of an expensive 
~tabilitv, is sufficient in all ordinary 
casrs for the separation of distant 
trlephony stations which are not 
actually giving an aud1ble mutual 
heterodyne, i.e., for any useful pur
pose in broadcast reception. 
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Single Circuits 

Practical experiment under condi
tions -of extreme local interference 
ot a fairly broadly-tuned variety has 
convinced the writer that it is not 
practicable to 0btain a sufficiently 
sharply-peaked resonance curve in a 
single secondary circuit to cut dawn 
the intensity of, e.g., the local 
broadcast station's signals at subur
ban distances to an extent that 
merges them in the inevitable mush 

Fig. 2.-A common form of H.F. 
coupling employs tightly-coupled 

windings in the transformer. 

or beneath the threshold value of 
local noises; that is to say, prac
tically to exting-uish them. This is 
i1~ connection with an outside aerial 
of fail- efficiency, and considering the 
practical case of reception of another 

RADIO C:HOKE 

Fig. 3.-Another fora~ of "tight" 
H.F. coupling is the seriea tuned 

anode method. 

di-stant broadcast station on a neigh. 
~louring frequen~y not actuaUy inter
fer~ng directly by audible hetero
dynin£" with the first. 
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Reaction Distortion 

Even with the use of critical re
action to eliminate much of the grid 
damping·, except with some tricky, 
unstable circuits with tuned reaction 
effects, London will always come 
through audibly, in my experience, 
over most of the scale, and swamp 
the other stations. The question of 
reaction distortion (due to narrowing 
the resonance peak to such an ex-

RADIO CHOKE 

~ 

Fig. 4.-Auto-transformer H.F. coup
ling may be described as. a form of loose 

" filter" coupling. 

tent that it \vill not accommodate 
safely the audio-modulation side 
bands which necessarily accompany 
the main wave) begins to be serious 
when this degree of seledivity is 
attempted. The familiar hollow 
sound and " plummy " speech be
come prominent \vhen reaction is 
pushed t(){) far in an attempt still 
further to -;harpen tht. resonance 
peak. 

Multiple Filter 

However, if one is prepared to 
sacrifice a certain amount of high
frequency amplification, and add one 
or two valves, for the sake of a suffi
cient degree of selectivity, the 
problem is very simply s.olved. By 

TOH.T.+ 

Fig. 5 .-A type of coupling similar in 
effect to that shown in Fig. 4, wiih tap· 
pings on the primary of the H.F. trans-

.former. 

loosening the coupling at each 
stage and by introducing oscil
lating circuits of fair design and 
of but moderate resistance at each 
point in several successive stages, 
the selectivity of the whole circuit 
is very greatly incfeased, without 
introducing extraordinarily fine 
tuning or troublesome instability. 

Multi-stage Filter& 

If we have several lightly-coupled 
circuits of roul?hly the same reson
ance charactenstics, the degree of 
selectivity of two stages is some
thing like the square of the deg:,ree 
of selectivity of the one, and with 
three stages (other things being 
equal), it approaches the cube, 
always provided that chance direct 
back-coupling- is avoided. So even 
,-.·ith mediocre oscillating circuits 
the selectivity of three stages of 
" filtering- " will far transcend that 
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least and for broadcast telephony, 
does not permit of attaining the 
required degree of selectivity wiili 
two low-loss circuits in series. 

Loose H.F. Couplings 

Tl1e present writer has described 
(Wireless TVeekly, Vol. 3, No. II; 
Vol. 6, No. 14) extremely selective 
c;rcuits in which the light inter-valve 
coupling is obtained ·by an auto
transformer device, with an " anode 
tap " on what is, in each case, prac
tically a tuned anode. By lowering-

SECONDARY 
3 "DIAM SOLE NO/ 

PRIMARY(INSIOE) 80N02ZD.CC. 
z!{/I'LAT SPIDER 
COIL N° 24 D.C.C 

EARTH 
ORH.T.+ 

~ 

Fig. 6.-The circuit and the arrangement of aerial and grid coils described 
by the author. 

of one first-class circuit, whilst at 
1 the same time there will not be the 

excessively narrow resonance peak 
which spells audio distortion as well 
a'> hair's-breadth tuning. 

Selectivity and Stability 

Fortunately, that very loosening 
of the coupling and complete elimi
nation of all avoidable back-coupl.ing 
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this tapping- point towards the 
'' earth '' end of the tuned anode 
inductance, whether this be con
nected to H. T. plus or actually to 
the filament circuit, the coupling is 
proportionately lightened, and, inci
dentally, the natural stability of the 
circuit is increased. 

The latter fact is utilised effec
tively in one form of commercial 

12 

Fig. 7.-Resonance curves for various numbers of turns in the primary 
inductance, plotted on 2LO's transmission. 

required for selectivity will at the 
same time make for stability. It 
might be questioned whether it is 
really necessary to use valves at all 
for coupling such a multiple filter
circuit, since amplification is not its 
purpose; practical experiment again 
shows that the actual degree of 
coupling necessary in a conventional 
type of tuned filter-circuit (Fig. 1) 
(such as has long been in use in com
mercial wireless telegraphy receiv
ing circuits), for the short waves at 
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H.F. coupling device after this plan. 
It is easier in some cases, ]1owever, 
to get the requisite light coupling by 
the use of an independent tapped 
primary anode inductance, with a 
light magnetic ,coupling to the fol
lowing secondary grid coil ;. in other 
words, with a loose-coupled H.F. 
transformer of special design. 

Capacity Couplings 

The importance of casual direct 
capacity coupling has been empha-
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sised by several writers. Since such 
casual electrostatic eff·ects are 
roughly aperiodic, they will be opera
tive (within the frequency-belt con
sidered) with almost undiminished 
intensity throughout the tuning
range of the receiver, rendering the 
tuning-out of the local interference 
impossi-ble at any point. The effec
tive elimination of an important part 
of this casual coupling is facilitated 
by ·the device suggested in an article 
in Wireless Weekly, Vol. 6, No. 19, 

!ST. FILTER. 2""· FILTER. 

it. spite of the several necessary 
tuning-points. 

Filter-Unit 

A filter-unit can therefore be made 
up, consisting of a coupler with a 
tapped spider primary inserted with
in a solenoid secondary of moderately 
good design. The latter provides 
the grid-tuning inductance of the 
succeeding valve, the anode of which 
is connected to the following filter
unit or rectifying unit. The only 

GRID-TUNING. 3RD. FILTER. 
H.T.+ 

(60V) 

Fig. 8.-The circuit diagram of the complete receiver, recommended as a 
result of the experiments described. 

by making the small tapped primary 
of each coupling transformer in t!1e 
form of a flat spider coil (or small 
thin basket) wound on a slotted 
disc of cardboard and inserted 
inside a secondary inductance 

. wound as a single-layer sole-
11<~id of a substantial gauge of 
wire ~m a dry cardboard or skele
ton low-loss former. By making a 
" filament-tap " in the length o.f the 
latter inductance, and placing the 
primary directly under this point, 
the casual capacity coupling is 
reduced to a very small degree 
iJ~deed, as only the outer edge of the 
!:at primary coil is presented to 
secondary turns themselves very 
nearly at earth potential. 

Ease of Control 

essential difference between the 
filter and rectifier unit is that the 
latter must be equipped with gTid
condenser and gTid-leak, and some 
reaction device. A grid-bias cell is 
suggested for reducing gTid-damp
ing· in the coupling valve. 

The aerial-coupling unit is iden
tical with the subsequent filter 
stages, the primary being connected 
to aerial and earth in place of to 
preceding anode and H. T. plus 
respectively. vVith identical induct
ances and ·light coupling the tuning 
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rotors ; the first and last (or detec
tor) stages are better controlled 
separately. 

Short Waves 

On very short waves, where the 
J:atural frequency of the aerial is 
<'pproached, a low primary tapping 
O!" even a series detuning condenser 
in the aerial may be needed. In 
the tests made with the circuit on a 
l<trge high aerial close in to the 
disturbing stations (2LO and 
Northolt), the best tapping point 
appeared to be at about 15 turns in 
each primary when two separate 
filter-stages were in. use, or 20-25 
turns with one stage, the best aerial 
connection depending, of course, on 
the characteristics of the aerial 
used, and on the frequency being 
received. 

Practii:al Trial 

No trouble at all was experienced 
with self-oscillation, provided that 
the inductances were arranged care
fully with minimum magnetic coup
Lng, i.e., at right-angles and \\'elJ 
separated; sensitive reaction was 
then applied on the last ·(detector) 
valve alone, a small amount of 
ir..herent reaction being inevitably 
left in the tuned filter stages. An 
euormous increase in selectivity was 
immediately noticed on addition of 

A kind of " Hartley " type of 
circuit results, and the partici.tlar 
suggestion made here is to repeat 
this light magnetic coupling between 
a small symmetrically placed prim
ary and fairly low-loss Hartley
type secondary (without the usual 
anode conne~tion of transmitting 
circuits) at each of two or three 
stnges, · using only some type of 
{iirect reaction on the last of the 
'series, and utilising the inherent 
stability of such lightly-coupled cir
cuits to prevent self-oscillation at 
preceding stages.. No neutrodyning 
expedients are then needed, and the 
circuit becomes fairly easy to handle 

Mr. Harris broadcast a talk from the London station on September 18 on 
the subject of " Broadcasting in America.'' 

of each such unit will be substan
tially the same. On practical trial 
i r was found that t\YO filter stages 
could be readily handled by a double 
tuning condenser with isolated 
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the one stage to the loose-coupl~d 
receiver, and a small increase of 
signal-strength when reaction was 
very carefully handled. The power-

( Continued on page 6o.) 
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For it Again 
ND now I see that " a noted physician " 

has been having a go at you and me and 
it. By it I mean, of course, wireless. 
There is nothing really strange about 
this, for ever since I can remember this 
fellow and other " noted physicians " 

·have been discovering all kinds of latent and terrible 
possibilities in the nation's hobbies. vVhen I was a 
boy, cycling suddenly leaped into popularity. Every 
member of every family provided himself or was pro
vided with a pair of wheels, and the whole nation took 
to the roads and the country lanes. Noted physicians, 
observing that they were enjoying themselves, at once 
began to examine the true inwardness of cycling. 

Doleful Forecasts 

They wrote to the papers all kinds of letters 
and articles, in which they \Vere unanimous in fore
telling that ir: twenty years' time (as they were writing 
in 1895 that would make it 1915) the nation would 
consist entirely of round-shouldered, bandy-legged 
creatures with enormous bulgipg calves, flat feet and 
thin, flabby arms. But there was something even 
worse than this. They stated that they had already 
observed the bicycle face, which was produced by the 
cyclist being forced to give his whole attention to 
the road in front of his nose. The bicycle face, which 
they told us would become a national attribute within 
the same period of time, was by no means a thing of 
beauty. The eyes, bulging a good deal, were turned 
downwards with a fixed glassy stare; the lower jaw 
hung slightly ajar, and the whole countenance was 
covered with lines and wrinkles produced by the anxiety 
and nerve-strain which resulted from steering the 
bicycle. · The bicycle face somehow failed to 
materialise, except possibly in a few sporadic cases, 
but the noted physicians did not cease to warn the 
nation that other dread things might be in store for 
them if they persisted in their hobbies. Amongst 
these were lopsidedness due to golf, a complete atrophy 
of the legs owing to indulgence in motoring, the 
gramophone ear, the dancing splay-foot, and even the 
dealer's thumb, due to over indulgence in bridge. 

Poor Wireless 

Other noted physicians have discovered that devotion 
to wireless produces perfect health, complete wreckage 
of the human system, deafness, over-acute hearing, 
insomnia, sleepy sickness, dulness, brilliancy, moral 
rectitude and criminal tendencies. Their methods 
remind me a little of my friend Poddleby's racing 
system. Poddleby has only one flutter during the year, 
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on the Derby. As he simply cannot stand failing to 
back the winner he makes sure of success by putting 
a shilling on every horse in the race. The latest noted 
physician, however, has struck up a new line all to 
himself. It appears that the number of articles left 
behind by people in trains, 'buses and trams is steadily 
ir.creasing. A few years ago it v,·as, as you will re
call, customary to leave your umbrella in the rack 

,. when you stepped out of the train. There was nothing
..:xtraordinary about this; everybody did it. But the 
modern traveller rises to far greater heights of for
getfulness. 
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Absentmindedness 

It appears that often he will step from the 
carriage minus all sorts of queer things. \Vooden 
legs, wigs, babies, tiger cubs, wads of bank notes, and 
so on are now commonly found by train searchers. 
You might think that the fellow who removed his boots 
in order to ease his feet and placed them in the rack 
would attract attention as he walked across the plat
form in his socks. But he apparently passes un
noticed amongst the crO\vd that streams from the train, 
almost every one of whom has made his little contri
bution to the lost property oflice. Stand upon the plat
form of any great station and watch them pass. That 
fat man in his shirt sleeves is a stockbroker who has 
mislaid his coat; behind him comes a stout lady trail
ing a mackintosh by one sleeve and fondly imagining 
that she is holding little Vlillie's hand; the man who is 

, • Oblivious of his surroundings 

making- unintelligible noises to a porter has left his 
,teeth upon the carriage seat; and so on and so on. 
\Vhat is the reason of it all? Why does the golfer 
abandon his clubs, the fisherman his rod, the sweep his 
brushes, the circus owner his elephant? Simply, 
because wireless has caught these unfortunate people 
in its dread grip. 
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So Simple 
Our noted physician tumbled to the cause at once. 

;\Vhen he was interviewed he did not hum and ha or 
play for time whilst he sought an explanation. Not he. 
He merely gave an airy wave of the hand and said that 
such a state of affairs was a sign of the .times. To 
him it was as ol·ear as mud that the widespread use 
of wireless has a devastating effect upon the activity 
of the brain. ls it not obvious that any man who sits 
for hours on end with the headphones clamped to his 
ears and his eyes fixed upon the condenser scales must 
become utterly oblivious of t-ime and space and his 
surroundings·? After a few ev·enings passed in this 
way the brain becomes numbed, the association-centres 
paralysed, and the memory blurred. In three months' 
time, such is the anti-pclmanising- effect of wireless, 
the victim finds it utterly impossible to travel anywhere 

~. 

. • . Provided with a full wedding outfit • • • 

by any kind of conveyance without leaving behind him 
a. trail of derelict garments, parcels and personal posses
Sions. There are, of course, stronger natures like mv 
own, which rise superior to this kind of thing,' and ca;1 
even profit not a little from the absentmindedness which 
devoti~n t_? wireless prod_uces in others. Not long ago 
I was Invited to a weddmg, and was. just about, with 
the utmost regret, .to decline the invitation, since I 
remembered that my wardrobe contained no suitable 
wedding garments. 

It's an Ill Wind 

However, a sudden mspiration came to me, and 
I journeyed to .the place at which my friend the 
bridegroom was to receive his life sentence by a 
~ircuitous route which involved several changes. Pick
mg my comp~ny .with care during the journey, I led 
th. conversation 111 each compartment in which I sat 
to the subject of wireless. This worked like a charm. 
The very first passenger to alight left behind a beauti
ful g~ossy. topper, which fitted me to perfection. By 
t~e hme that I reached my destination I was provided 
With a full wedding outfit of morning coat, pale grey 
trousers, patent leather boots, the correct tie, faultless 
gloves,. a gold-mounted cane, an eyeglass, and even a 
~ardema for- my button~ole: I had also a charming 
h.~tle pres~t for. the bnd~ Il_l the shape of a pair of 
st.v~r curlmg tongs. Thts JUSt shows what a little 
initiative can do. 

Professor Goop 's View 

• Thinking that as a .noted physician had been inter· 
v1ewed Professor Goop should have a similar chance 
l repaired forthwith to " The Microfarads " to ask hi~ 
opinion upon the subject of wireless and forgetfulness. 
M'hen I was ushered into his study I found the Pro-
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fessor running distractedly round in circles looking 
for a valve which he was quite sure he had laid upon 
the desk a moment before, though now he simply could 
not find it anywhere. Notieing at length that· I was 
there, he advanced with his usual geniality to greet me. 
As he extended his right hand in order to grip mine a 
valve fell from it with a tinkling crash upon the floor. 
" Ah, tber.e it is! " he said, " or rather there it \.vas. 
I knew it could not be far away. Anyhow it does not 
matt~r, f<?'r ~t the m~ent I forget for what purpose I 
r~qu1red. 1t. I led h1m to a chair, and, having got 
h1m .to s1t down, proceeded with the task of interviewing 
him. " My dear Professor," I said, " some famous 
d~tor-all ~octors are famous when they get into 
pnnt-has dtscovered that devotion to wireless pro
duces forgetfulness and absentmindedness. I feel sure 
that readers of Wireless T¥ eekly would like to hear 
what you have to say upon the subject." " Absolute 
nonsense," said ·the Professor, " utter drivel, complete 
tosh. Why, my dear fellow, wireless has exactly the 
reverse effect upon everyone who takes it up.:, 

The Proof of the Pudding 

" Take my own case, for example. Before I 
specialised in wireless I never could for the~ life of me 
remember just how many whatsitsnames there were in 
a thingemejig. Now I can .tell you without a moment's 
hesitation that there are 644 . . . . or, let me see, is it 
I, 7 28? 1 used to be rather absen tminded, which led 
me unwittingly into little eccentricities in my dress. 
Now I think I may say that, entirely owing- to my 
wo?ing of Mistress ~adio, as the poets. would say, my 
attire would be descnbed by lady novelists as immacu
lat~." He paused to straighten his tie, a process 
wluch he would have found easier had ther·e been a tie 
to straighten. '' But to turn for one moment from the 
subject which you have set me," he continued, " I am 
a little worried this morning about my health. For 
some reason that I do not understand my gait appears 
to be uneven. I have noticed ever since I got up that 
as I walk I am coming down heavily with the left foot 
and very lightly \vith the rig~t." I pointed out as 
t~ctful.ly as I could that on~ was apt to be a little lop
sided If one wore a hob-na·tled boot on one foot and a 
carpet slippe1· on the other. " Thank you thank 
you," said the Professor. " How foolish ~f me. 
Excuse me for one moment whilst I rectify matters." 
He left the room and retumed presently weari·ng a 
g-olosh over the boot. " Some men," he said, 
" \WOUld have gone to the trouble either of taking off 
one boot or of putting on another. Such people are 
not blessed with the mental keenness engendel'ed by 
wireless. As you see I have saved mvself all the 
trouble by the simple expedient of donning a golosh 
which noW' makes both my footfalls equally soft." ' 

The Professor's Dictum 

" \~ayfar.er, sit down at once, and contradict on my 
. authonty th1s latest and basest charge levelled against 
wireless. l do not wish to hide behind any pseudonym 
such as ' a famous scientist ' or ' a well-known 
inventor.' No, you may tell the world that Professor 
Goop states emphatically that wireless does not produce 
forgetfulness c,>r absentmindedness. You will forgive 
me-will you not ?-if I leave vou now and run away 
back to my 01wn house, for I have important work t; 
dQ.," And, sei"zing my hat and stick, he left his study 
and ran. 

WIRELESS WAYFARER 
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= DO WIRELESS WAVES ROT ATE?§ 
-= = 

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.J., 
D.J.C., Staff Editor. 

= 

In this concluding article of his series on 
modern problems of wave transmission Mr. 
Reyner discusse-s some of the peculiar pheno• 
mena noticed in long-distance communica
tion, and shows how modern theories may 

be applied to explain them. 
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The peculiar •• night errors " obtained at direction 
finding stations are probably due to a rotation of the 
wireless wave on its reflection at the Heaviside layer. 
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C 0 MP A RA TIVE LY cation, there are two wa·ves arriving 
short time ago the ar the receiving point. One of these 
problems of wireless i.:> the surface wave, and travels 
transmission over long along the surface of the ea•rth, the 
distances were reach- other being the space wave, which 
ing a point where it travels through space to the electri-

might have been thought that some fied layer, where it is caused to 
finality was being achieved. Experi- bend round and return to earth. 
ence shows that although with waves Now the shorter the wavelength 
of the order of 300 to 3,000 metres of the vibration, the more rapidly is 
(999·4 to 99·94 kc.) certain peculiar the surface wave attenuated, and 
freakish effects could be obtained, in the case of the very short waves 
wavelengths of the order of Io,ooo thi·s surface wave is almo'St negli-
to 2o,ooo metres (29.98 to 14.99 kc.) gible at a very short distance from 
were v.ery much more well behaved, the t·ransmitter. Thus, •in this case, 
if one may use the term, and with ptactkally the whole of the trans-
such comparatively low frequencies mission is effected by the space 

vTave. Fig. I illustrates the produc
tion of the two types of wave at a 
transmitting aerial, and sho_ws that 
the space waves are propagated in a 
direction inclined to the horizontal 
and will thus travel upwards in their 
flig·ht unta they reach the electri·fied 
l<::ye11, when they will be returned to 
ea·rth in the manner which we have 
previously described. 
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Fig. 1.-lllustrating the production of 
space waves and surface waves. 

2 reasonable degree of consistency 
could be obtained. 

The use of short waves, however, 
.ha•s caused us to revise our ideas on 
the subject very considerably, owing 
to the very long ranges wthich can 
be accomplished at such frequenCies 
with a ridiculously small power. 

Space Waves 

Let us consider some of the effects 
which are- obtained with very ,short 
waves. We have seen that in the 
case of the long-distance communi-

In short-wave work, therefore, we 
are dealing almost entirely with 
these free sp·ace waves, which, 
!having nothing to do with the 
earth, are subject to somewhat more 
peculiar effects. 

Polarised Waves 

One of the peculiar effects which 
is noted with these space waves is 
that the plane of polaTisation of the 
wave ,is altered at its reflection at 

:.t6 

the Heaviside laye_r. To understand 
this very interesting effect, it is. 
desirable t01 consider some of the 
phenomena of polarisation of light. 
\Ve have seen that an electro
magnetic wave consists of a series of 
bands of electric fields alternately 
in one direction and then in the 
other, and we have also seen that 
these bands travel outwards at right 
angles to themselves. T~his is illus
trated in Fig. 2, w,hich is repro
duced from my previous article. 

Now ·it will be obvious that there 
i..; an infinite number of directions in 
·which the vertical fields may lie, and 
still be at right ang1es to the direc
tion of propagation of the wave. For 
instance, referring to Fig. 3, the 
t.lectric fields may be parallel to the 
line A B, or to the line C D, whieh 
is at right angles to A B, or in any 
'ntermediate position. The electric 
fields will still be at right angles to 
the direction. of propagation, which 
is X Y, so that there are, as we have 
just stated, a variety of possible 
directions for the .electric fields. 

Light Waves 

Now the light emitted by any 
source •is a vibration of the ether just 

Fig. 2.-A wireless wave consists-of 
a series of electric fields • first in one 
direction and then in the other. 
travelling in a direction at right 

angles to the fields. 

as a wireles·s wave is, and is of t11e 
same type as the wave motion we 
have just considered. Moreover, i111 
the case of light, the ordinary ligM 
we receive from· any source is corn. 
posed of vibrations in a!: directions 
out :Of the infinite number possible. 
That is to say, some vibrations will 
be as A B in Fig. 3, some as C D, 
and others in one of the multitudin
ous intermediate positions. 



In certain circumstances, it is pos
sible to eliminate all the vihrat.ions 
except those which happen to be in a 
definite plane. For example, if the 
light is passed through a tourmaline 
crystal it is found that the light 
received on. the other side of the 
crystal is composed of vibrations all 
in the same plane. That is to say, 
only vibrations of the type A B, or 
C D in Fig. 3, but not both, would 
pass through the crystal. Such light 
i3 sa:id to be polarised. 

Wireless Waves Pl~Iarised 

The ordinary wireless wave is 
polarised when it leaves the trans
mitter. '!':hat is to say, the electric 
Eelds which are produced by the 
currents in the transmitting aerial, 
normally all lie in the same plane, 
usually the vertical plane. Thus, the 
normal wireless wave is of the type 
shown as A B in Fig. 3· Conse
quently, if an aerial is to respond to 
a wireless wave of this type, the 
aerial wire itself must he arrang-ed 
vertically upwards. If the wire \Yere 
r:laced .horizontally, with no ve1·tical 
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Fig. 3;-The electric fields in a wireless 
wave may be in any direction at right 

angles to XY. 

portion at all, the response to the 
wave passing over it would be prac
tically nil. 

Rotation of Plane of Polarisation 

There are various methods in 
optics for determining whether a 
light wave is polarised or not. I 
may perhaps at some future time 
describe one or two .simple experi
ments which can be carried out with 
ordinary light which illustrate the 
phenomena of polarisation and which 
will help the student to obtain some 
idea 'Of the phenomenon of wave 
motion in general. For the present, 
however, it will suffice to remark 
that if a ray of light is passed 
through a tourmaline crystai, and 
emerges the other side polarised, 
that is to say, with all the vibrations 
in one plane only, then it is possible 
by certain devices to discover the 
exact direction of this plane of 
polarisation. 

Further, it is found that by pass
ing this polarised ·ray of light 
through certain quartz crystals or 
other suitable substances, the 
plane of polarisation .is rotated. That 

is to say, that if the wave was initi
ally vibrating in the plane A B, in. 
Fig. 4, then, after passlng thmugh 
the quartz crystal, it would be 
vibrating in anothel' plane. Conse
quently, if we had some device which 
was arranged to respond at a maxi-

Plone or Polon5otion 
A , Twisted 

•: ' d. 

Vihrofions in one Plane 
/ On(y (Po!orised) 

Vibrolions m 
oil Plant?,< 

Fi/. 4.-A quartz crystal will cause a 
rotation of the plane o( polarisation in 

a light wave. 

mum to waves polarised in the plane 
A B, this device ·would only respond 
partially to the waves after they ,liad 
passed through the quartz crystal, 
owing to the fact that they were no 
longer polarised in the same plane. 

Rotation at the Heaviside Layer 

Now this rotation of the plane of 
polarisation can be explained· mathe
matically on the wave theory of 
light. Following this up, it is pos
sible to show mathematically that a 
similar rotation could be produced in 
certain circumstances at an electrified 
h:yer during reflection from an 
electrified layer of upper atmosphere 
in the case of a wireless wave. 

A wireless wave is similar in 
nature to a light wave, the only 
difference in the two cases being one 
of the relative dimensions of the 
waves themselves and the obstruc
fons which they .encounter. By 
making suitable assumptions, there
fore, which are justified by our know. 
ledge of the conditions, we can show 
that it is possible for a wireless wave 
to be twisted in this manner at this 
Heaviside layer. 

Eckersley 's Theory 

As far back as 1920, T. L. 
Et:kersley put forward a theory in 

• 
Fig. 5.-Under certain conditions G 

second wave is produced by reflec-
tion at the Heaviside layer. 

which he showed that during the 
reflection from the Heaviside ·layer 
two waves were produced. One of 
these continued in its reiected 
course, polarised in the same plane 
as before, and the other one was 
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propagated downwards together 
with the firstwave, but polarised in 
<t plane at right angles to the first. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which 
should make my meaning quite clear. 
The theory was developed to ex
plain the night errors which \vere 
obtained in direction finding. 

Night Errors 

It is well known t.hat at night 
time the bearing obtained on a frame 
aerial is very often quite incorrect. 
A bearing is taken by rotating the 
frame until the signal strength is 
zero, when, theoretically, the frame 
i.; at right angles to the 
direction of propagation of the 
waves. Now it is often found 
that the directions obtained . by 
this method at nig.ht time are hope
lessly incorrect, often by as much as 
30 degrees or more. &kersley 
showed in his paper that this peculiar 
eff.ect could be explained quite satis
factorily by assuming the existence 
of this second wave polarised in a 
plane at right angles to that of the 
ordinary wave. 

It will be observed, of course, that 
t.his theory necessitates reflection 
from an electrified layer of atmo-

/Jirrct/m al' Pnpo!Jofi#n 

Fig. 6.-Due to the earth's magnetic 
field a wireless wave slowly rotates 

in travelling from point to point. 

sphere. The theory was admirably 
backed up by practical tests, and 
would 'Seem, therefore, to be further 
evidence of the existence of a Heavi
.side layer. 

Effects of Reflection 

Recently, ·however, we have 
obtained still more interesting 
developments. It .seems fairly well 
established that the reflection of the 
waves at the Heaviside layer pro
duces waves polarised in different 
planes from the original wave. This 
theory has been developed by 
Appleton to explain the fading of 
wireless signals which is observed, 
and as I mentioned last wee!\, the 
results obtained on his theory agree 
remarkably well with the results 
obtained 111 practiee. I also 
showed last Week thalt Messrs. 
Nichols and Schelleng have investi
gated the effect on wireless waves of 
the earth's magnetic field. showing 
that certain resonant effects were 
obtained in the neighbourhood of 
I ,400 kilocycles, corre,sponding to a 
wavelength of 214 metres. 
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Twisting Waves 

They showed further, however, 
that another :interesting effect re
iSulted from the presence of the 
earth's field, and that was that the 
plane of polarisation of the wave 

Fig. 7.-In some cases reflection does 
not occur at the Heaviside layer until 
after a certain distance, pro ducing 

blind areas. 

would ,rotate in its transit from point 
to point. That is to say, a wave 
would slO\v-ly twist round and round 
in corkscrew fashion somewhat as 
indicated in Fig. 6. It will be 
not·iced that the electric fields are 
always at right angles to the direc
tion of propagation, of the wave. 
T.his 1s, of course, essential, because 
the ether, as we know it, is incap
able of 'transmitting vibrations' 'in 
any other manner. 

Now it can be shown by analogy 
\Vith the theories of light that the 
reflection of a wave from a suitable 
surface depends upon the manner in 
which the wave is polarised. A wave 
·in which the vibrations arc parallel 
to the reflecting surface is reflected 
in a different manner from the wave 
in which the vibrations are at right 
angles to the reflecting surface. 
This rotation of the plane of polari
sation, therefore, would explain in 

some measure the great differences 
which are observed with th.e very 
short waves jn the range of trans
mission. 

Skip Distances 

To consider one of the problems 
only, tha~t of skip distances, it is 
well known that with some waves it 
is impossible to hear the transmis
sion until the range is greater than a 
certain distance. This means to say 
that the wave is :not reflected from 
the Heaviside layer until after a 
certain distance. We can explain 
this by assuming that at this par
ticular wavelength the twist in ~the 
wave is such t.hat it reaches the re
flecting layer polarised in such 
a manner that it is not re
flected appreciably. It is easy to 
show by analogy with light t~at 
there are certain critical angles at 
\vhich the light is not appreciably 
reflected. In a similar way the ,,-ire
less wave in this case would not be 
refl.ected at the Heaviside layer, but 
would trave1 straight through it. 

A littJe further round the surface 
of the earth, however, the wave 
would have ro:tated a little farther, 
the result being that the plane of 
polarisation is then different, and at 
this point the reflections may pos
sibly be appreciable. In particular 
it is found in the case of light that 
when these waves are polarised in a 
plane parallel to the reflected sur
face, the waves are reflected irre
spective of the angle at which they 
impinge, ·whereas, if they are polar
ised in a vertical olane, there are 
critical angles below which no 
reflections can take place. 

The equipment of an amateur station in India, with which long-distance 
reception has been achieved. 
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This point is illustrated in Fig·. 7, 
which indicates how it is possible 
for a wireless wave to be reflected at 
certain parts of the upper atmo
sphere only, the result being that it 
only reaches the earth in certain 
patches.· 

Dead Spots 

The intervening distance, there
fore, will not receive any reflected 
ray, nor will it receive a direct ray, 
a£. this has been damped out almost 
immediately after it has been trans
mitted. A particular instance of 
1:his was mentioned to me the other 
day by an observer who pointed out 

50110 1/J.OOO 15.000 20,0{)1} 
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Fig. 8.-At distances of 18,000 kilo
metres the signal strength from 

Lyons was found to increase. 

that when a British amateur was 
working- New Zealand, he himself, 
only a few miles away, was quite 
una blc to hear the transmitter. 

Transmission to the Antipodes 

I intimated last week that in addi
tion to the ordinary theories of re
flection at electrified layers, there is 
another factor which is responsible 
to some extent for the success of 
very long distance transmission. A 
short time ago some experiments 
were carried out by the French ship 
Aldebaran. in which the signal 
strength from Lyons and Nantes was 
measured daily for a considerable 
period at g·radually increasing 
ranges. It was found that, as one 
might expect, the signal strength 
gradually fell off as the distance 
increased, but that at ranges of 
18,ooo to 19,000 kilometres, that is 
to say, very nearly half way round 
the earth, the falling off in signal 
strength was by no means as rapid 
as one might expect, and, moreover, 
towards the end the signal strength 
actually began to increase again. 
Fig. 8 illustrates the kind of curve 
which was obtained, plotting signal 
strength against distance from the 
transmitting station. 

These results, therefore, indicate 
that, in addition to the ordinary 
attenuation.' of the wave during its 
progress round the earth, there is 
some additional factor entering into 
the transmission which acts in the 
opposite direction and tends to 
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ceunteract the absorption of the 
wave. Professor Howe, in discuss
ing the results of the Aldebaran 
experiments, put forward a theory 
t0 account for this phenomenon, the 
essence of which, curiously enough, 
was the same as one which had been 
previously proposed by Mr. Percy 
Harris as far back as 191 S· The 
theory will be understood by refer
ence to Fig. 9· If we assume a 
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Fig. 9. ~Illustrating the increase of 
signal strength due to the. narrow
ing of the zone of energy near the 

Antipodes. 

certain energ·y radiating fmm the 
transmitting station, this energy 
must travel outwards in all direc
tions in a series of concentric circles, 
somewhat like ripples radiating from 
the disturbance caused by throwing 
it stone into a pond. 

The ripples will, in the main, be 
confined within the space between 
the earth's surface and the Heavi
side layer. Now neglecting the 
attenuation of the wave during 
travel, the energy .in any one 'ripple 
travelling outwards will remain the 
same. The actual size of the ripple, 
<however, increases as the distance 
from the transmitting station in
creases, and consequently the elec
tric field strength will decrease in 
inv(!rSe proportion to the distance 
aiVay. This is in accordance with 
the ordinary laws of the tr:ltlsmis
sion of waves. 

Increased Signal Strength 

It will be obvious, ·however, that 
at· a point one-quarter of the distance 
round the eartl:> the diameter of the 
ripple will be a maximum, equal to 
the diameter of the earth. As the 
ripple continues its progress round 
the eart·h it will begin to decrease in 
size, and the electric field strength 
will correspondingly increase, until 
:when it reaches the exact opposite 

point to the transmitting· point, 
the electric field strength will be 
exactly the same as it was at 
the tr~nsmitting station. 

This, of course, is neglecting the 
effect of any absorption. vVe ·have, 
therefore, to superimpose on this 
effect the continual absorption of the 
wave during its progress round the 
earth, and the actual signal strength 
will he the sum of the two. F·rom 
the t1ldeba-ra.n experiment it will be 
seen that this increase of field 
strength, due to the gradual narrow
ing of the zone near the antipodes, 
:s so rapid as to counteract the effect 
of the absorption, so that an actual 
increase in signal st·rength may 
result. 
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Conclusions 

We see, therefore, that there is 
considerable evidence that the 
Heaviside layer is responsible for 
the phenomena of long-distance 
transmission with all its vagaries. 
The •existence of such a layer i~ 
fairly well established from other 
sources, and the real problem is 
w.hether this layer 'of electrified gas 
is capable of providing the sever~l 
effects which are observed in prac
t;ce. It appears that, with the 
modifications proposed by Larmor, 
Appleton and others, all the 
observ-ed phenomena can be satis
factorily explained, so thaJt the 
modern tendency is towards re
establishing this theory once again. 

By means of a quartz crystal, shown with a high-power transmitting 
valve for a comparison of the sizes, the frequency of a transmitting station 

may be accurately controlled. 

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR COPY OF 

''WIRELESS''? 
OUT YESTERDAY. ON SALE EVERYWHERE. 
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.............................................................................................. 
Loose=C oupling in Transmitting Circuits 

By C. P. ALLINSON (6YF). 

The importance of steadiness of the emitted wave, 

especially in low power transmission, is generally 

reco~nised, and this article suggests one method of 

improvement in this direction • .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 

The aerial coil is here shown mounted inside one 
end of the main inductance coil in order to obtain 

a loose coupling. 
•••• I I • • • I • • • • •• • • • • I • •. • I •••••• I I •••• I I •• 

HE amateur transmitter in the United 
States is now compelled to use loose
co'upled aerial systems, partly on account 
of the interference that may be caused 
to broadcast listeners by the. use of the 
direct-coupled transmitter, especially 

where raw A.C. or tltlsmoothed rectified A.C. is being 
used as a high-tension supply, but also to help 
eliminate " key-click," a form of interference that can 
be heard for quite a great distance, and is very annoy
ing, as it cannot be eliminated by any means in the 
receiver. In England the use of the loose-coupled 
circuit is not, of course, compulsory, but it has certain 
advantages, and in some cases marked advantages, 
that make it well worth while experimenting with. 

Effect of Swinging Aerial 
\~lith a close-coupled aerial system, when \VOrking on 

tl!e very short waves, the swinging of aerial, earth, or 
counterpoise leads may be sufficient to throw the wave
length out quite a considerable extent, thus causing a 
swinging of the. signal at the receiving end. On those 
V.f!t, blustery nights, when conditions for reception and 
long-distance transmission seem to be at their best, 
this trouble will manifest itself most noticeably. 

so 

Constant Wavelength 
Tt is not always possible to erect an aerial, and to 

arrange the down-lead in such a way that the system 

Fig. I.-A typical direct-coupled transmitting circuit 
of the reversed feed-back type. 

will not swing in a high wind, and it therefore 
becomes incumbent upon the transmitter to seek some 
other means if he is going- to keep his emitted wave 
ste'ady; and, apart from the master oscillator system, 
something can be accomplished in this direction by 
loose-coupling the aerial to the oscillating system. 

Harmonics 
In some cases it may even be found necessary to work 

with extreme loose-coupling, which is, of course, a 
disadvantage, as this results in less energy being 
transferred to the aerial. It is, however, much easier 

c .. 
Fig. 2.--The circuit of Fig. 1, with the provision of 

loose instead of direct aerial coupling. 

to read and copy weak and steady signals than to 
attempt to follow the vagaries of strong but swinging 
signals. Another advantage with the loose-coupled 
circuit is that it is less likely to radiate harmonics than 
the close-c:Oupled transmitter, in which case, of course, 
it means that practically the whole of the energy 



transferred to the aerial is being radiated on the par
ticular wavelength on which )'OU are working. It 
might here be mentioned that a point which is often 
confused by the amateur is the faet ,that 
aerial current and aerial radiation hav.e often 
little bearing on each other. It is. possible to 
have a high aerial current, a small percentage otf 

L.T.-

Fig. 3.- A form of Hartley circuit employing direct 
coupling. 

whose energy only is actually being radiated. It may 
often be found, in fact, that an adjustment which gives 
a smaller aerial current will result iil signals being 
received at a greater distance, and that an adjustment 
that gives a higher aerial current \\·ill result in signals 
only being received at a very short distance. 

A Direct-Coupled Circuit 
Fig. 1 shows a typical direct-coupled transmitting 

circuit of the reversed feed-back typ~. The wavelength 
transmitted is governed by the amount of inductance 

H.T.-

L.I+ 
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Fig. 4.-With loose coupling the adjustment of the 
Fig. 3 circuit is greatly simplified. 

included between the aerial tap and ear:th. The adjust
)J:I1ent of the anode tap and the grid circuit, however, 
have a decided effect on the aerial current and will 
need readjusting with every change of wavelength 
made. It will be seen, therefore, that any alteration 
of the capacity of .the aeri.al ,,·ill seriously affect the 
wavelength, and the swinging· of the m:rial or the 
swinging· of the lead may be sufficient to cause such 
a chang·e in capacity, \\·ith a resuli'ing· variation in 
wavelength. 

An Improvement 
Fig. 2 shows a similar circuit, only using- a 

loose-coupled system. In this case the frequency 
of the transmitte1· is controlled mainly by the closed 
circuit L3C1, the anode tap as before giving· 
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reac·tion control. \Vhen the aerial and this circuit are 
in tune we shall get, of course, the largest aerial 
current-, and it will now take a much larger alteration 
in the capaoity of the aerial to affect the emitted wave
length to any appreciable extent. In fact, if the 
coupling used is very loose, 1t may not influence it 

·at all. 

An Alternative Circuit 
A direct-coupled transmitter is shown 1n Fig. 3, 

and in this, as before, -the frequency of the emitted 
wave is governed bv the amount of the inductance 
between the aerial at{d earth taps, the positions of ,the 
plate and grid taps and the setting of the variable con
denser Cx being adjusted to giv~ ·the ·maximum aerial 
current. The loose-coupled circuit shOIW:n in Fig. 4 
is preferable from several points of view. Not only 
does the question of a swinging wave become less 
serious, but also the adjustment of the circuit becOUies 
much simpkr. In each of these circuit's the position 
of the filament tap is fairly important if the maximum 
output is to be obtained, and it ,wiH be seen that 
in Fig. 3 the alteration of ,this tap would also alter 
the wavelength being emitted. In Fig. 4, hmvev<er, 
we have a simple: oscillatory circuit L2C1, which is 
coupled to the aerial circuit. The frequency of the 
(~mitted wave is g9verned by the circuit L2C1, and the 
aerial tap and coupling between LI and L2 are adjusted 
to give the maximum aerial current. It will be found 
that if the l·oupling between LI and L2 is too close, 
as the condenser CI is turned, two resonant points 
may be shown by -the ae7ial ammeter. This is due to 
the mutual inductance between the two coils. The 
coupling should therefore be loosened until .only one 
resonant spot is found, but should not be loosened 
beyo:nd this point unless the wave is reported to be 
swinging badly. 

Conclusi()ns 
In concluding, I would therefore recommend .to the 

amateur who suffers from a swinging wave to expt:ri
ment with loose-coupling in his transmitter. Not only 
will it help him to cure this trouble, but it will also 
give him a more sharply defined wave, which, in the 
experience of many long-distance amateurs, has been 
found to carry better and to be read more easily at 
great distances. It will also help to eliminate key
click and that annoying ·• quacking " which occurs in 
some cases. 

system employed by an ,amateur 
at San Juan in Porto Rico. 
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Wireless in 
Northern 
Canada. 

During the 2,ooo miles' 
trip to the Far North of 
Canada, recently com
pleted by Lord Byng of 

Vimy, the Governor-General of 
Canada, the party was in const~ .1t 
touch with the South by means of 
wireless. The North-West terri
tories wireless system is operated 
by the Royal Canadian Corps of 
Signallers. It appears that broad
cast reception in the Far North is 
very popular, especially during the 
autumn and winter. The long day
light hours of summer make broad
cast reception almost impossible. 
\\tireless telegraphy with the 
Governor-General's party was but 
little affected except in certain 
places, such as between high river 
banks, \Vhere reception faded or 
died a\vay entirely, to re-appear 
when .the boat emerged from be
tween the high banks. 

* * * 
Foreign Steps are being taken to 
Trade make application to the 

Competition. Board of Trade for a 
measure of protection of 

the radio industry against foreign 
competition. It is stated by Mr. 
Guy Burney, chairman of the 
National Association of Radio 
Manufacturers' and Traders' Com
mittee for the safeguarding of tfie 
radio industry, that foreign compe
tition has been most destructive in 
the matter of headphones. Not 
le::.s than two million pairs of these 
were sent into our market last year 
at prices approximately so per cent. 
below the price at which we can 
afford to market them in this 
country. Last year it became evi
dent, he continued, that the Ger-
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mans, Austrians and French meant 
to• capture our market, and what 
they have already done in head
phones they can 'just as readily do 
in loud-speakers and all other com
ponent parts that go to make up a 
wireiPss set. 

* * * 
Arrangements have been made 

for broadcasting a special tango 
band from the Savoy Hotel. This 
will in no way interfere with the 
usual relays of the Savoy Orpheans 
or the Selma Four. 

On October 5 Miss Daisy Ken
nedy will provide the special feature 
at the London station, when she 
will broadcast a violin recital prior 
to her departure on an American 
concert tour. 

* * * 
Wireless The la.test figures show 
Licences. that the number of 

wireless licences issued 
up to the ·end of last month was 
1 ,42J,ooo. During August 86,ooo 
were issued-44,000 to people who 
had not previously taken out a 
licence. 

Listeners on the wireless in Ger
many, increased in July and August 
to 852,537· , 

The biggest increase-IJ,ooo-
was in the Berlin area, thus bring
ing the total of Berlin listeners to 
366,sss. 

* * * 
The Telefunken Gesellschaft has 

secured the order for the construc
tion of the new broadcasting station 
in Vienna, in competirion against 
American and British tenders., The 
Vienna station is to be two-and-a
half times as poweHul as the station 
just erected in Berlin. 
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\Ve understand that Wireless 
Contracts pressure by the U nitecl 

with China. States on China to fulfil 
the terms of her agree

ment with the American Federal 
Wireless Company, and counter
pressure by 1 a pan on the ground 
that the conditions of the contract 
of the Federal \Vireless Company 
conflict with the terms of the Mitsui 
wireless agreement, have recent!y 

, resulted in an effort on the part of 
the Chinese Gocvernment to com
promise \Vith the conflicting parties. 

* * * 
This year some 200 villag,es in the 

province of JVIoscow have been pro
vided with reading rooms and wire
less rquipment, and in the city of 
Moscow itself there are 350 radio 
clubs with 1 s,ooo members. There 
is also a fortnightly radio magazine, 
.the Radio i1mcteur, issued in 
Moscow, and this has already 
achieved a large circulation. 

* * * 
Progress 1 amaica and Bermuda 
Abroad. may now be added to 

the list of high-power 
wireless telegraph stations, and 
another distant colony (Rh<xlesia) 
Is making active prepara-
tions for the extension of 
wireless communications. Salis
bury will, under this scheme, 
soon be linked up with Pretoria, 
and as the preparations for beam 
reception and transmission are 
already well advanced in South 
Africa a new interest will be added 
to life in Rhodesia, which will .then 
be practically in direct communica
tion with Great Britain. The sub
sequent problem of efficient relaying 
from the main receiving station 
should n'ot be ditl1cult to solve. 
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• AN ABSORPTION' w A VEMETER I •.......... ,• ...........................................• 

Some notes describing how a 

simple form of resonance in

dicator can be uud for checking 

the wavelength of either a 

receiver or transmitter • 

• ......................... ~. 
------ HE novice in wireless 

work may regard the 
construction of a 
wavemeter as a rather 
difficult or costly pro
ceeding, that \\·ill also 

involve further outlay in getting it 
calibrated. There is, however, a 
simple form of \ntvemeter that can 
lx used not only for reception work, 
but also for tr.ansmission. It con
si:;ts of t\YO components only, and 
can he put tog-ether in very little 
time. As will he seen from the 
photograph it consists simply of a 
coil or inductance and a yariable con
denser. The question, of course, 
that promptly arises is, how can 
such a circuit ,,-ithout any buzzer, 
cn-stal and 'phones, or in~iicator of 
a1; v kind be used as a wa vemeter? 
Tl;e ans\\·er is very simple, and can 
best he given by a de::cription of the 
procedure to take in calibrat:ng· the 
iPstrument. 

Method of Calibrating 

Tune your receiver to your nearest 
bro:1dG1~t station, of · \\·hich you 
!.;::,ow the \Yavelcng-th, bring the coil 
of the wavemeter (which ma) be a 
plug--in coil, or a home-made one 
fitted, as shown in the fig-ure) close 
to your tuning- coil, and turn the dial 
of the wavemeter condenser. You 
will probably find that, if the \Yave
meter is placed dose to your re
ceiver, the signal streng-th of the 
station you are receiving- \rill go 
down over quite a large angle of the 
tuning condenser. Note the t\vo 
nadings where the weakening- of 
signals begins and ends. Now re
move the wavemeter a few inches 
from the set, and repeat the pro
ceedings, till a certain distance from 
the set is found at which the wave
meter will cause the signal strength 
to drop only on one setting. This 
ic. the calibration point on your 
wavemeter for this ·wavelength. 

A wavemeter of the type described can be very simply made up, the only 

parts required being shown here, changes in the wavelength range to be 

covered being eH£cted by the use of diHerent si;ses ·.of coils. 

Btilisin~ Distant Si~nals 

On distant signals where reaction 
01 high-frequency amplification is 
being used, the same procedure can 
ht: employed, but a better reading 
can be: obtained in the following 
man11er. If the set is just on the 
oscillation point, it will be found that 
,-, ith comparatively .loose coupling
a reading can be found on the con
<!t·:•.-;er, \\here the set will come rigl-.t 
a\1ay from this oscillatjon point, and 
therefore the resonance point of the 
'' avemcter \Yill be much more 
marked than on the local station. 
'.'ou can thus obtain a reading- froin 
all the stations you can receive and 
ol \\-hich you know the waveleng-th, 
aild draw a wavelength-capacity 
curve. It is then a simple matter 
when receivino· an unknown station 

b . •' 
to bring up the wavemeter, detm·-
mine the reading on the condenser 
that brings about ~ diminution in 
sig-nal strength, an~ -read off the 
wavelength from the chart. By 
procuring a number of different 
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sized coils it is possible to «:over 
any wavelength. 

As a Transmitting Wav;emeter 

For use with a transmitter the 
procedure should be modified as 
follo-ws :-Set the transmitter oscil .. 
lating-, and place the wavemeter 
about tw~ feet or eighteen inches 
away from it, having \)Onnected ··'a 

suitable co.il to it, of course, with re
gard to the wavelength on . which 
you wish to transmit. - Now with 
the aerial ammeter in circuit, slowly 
rotate the dial of the v;avemeter con
denser till the aerial currint is seen 
to ch~p a trifle. . If this ~s not 
occur bring the wavemeter a little 
nearer to the transmitter and repe:_tt 
the process. Eventually a position 
will be found where one setting, a~1d 
one only, on the wavemeter con
denser will cause a ·slight drop in 
aerial current. Your wavemeter 
chart will then tell you what wa~e
length you are actually working on. 

G. L. H. 
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A portable wireless transmitting and receiving set in use under conditions 
similar to those prevailing on active service. 

r------. HE season of the 
Army Manreuvres is 
the great time for the 
two Services - the 
Army and the Royal 
Air Force. It is ,the 

time when the training for the whole 
year is put to a severe test; all 
schemes and instruments which 
have been designed in the cours'e of 
the year are put under the most 
rigorous conditions-the equivalent 
of actual war conditions. By such 
a rigorous test various schemes can 
be approved or condemned, and, as 
regards instruments, weak points 
are then further brought out which 
do not appear' in the ordinary course 
of the year's work. 

Importance of Wireless 

vVireless in the Army Manreuvrcs 
now takes a very large part, because 
the secret of efficiency in the Ser
vices depends upon good Communi
cations. It is essential for the 
Commander-in-Chief to be instantly 
in touch with all units of his Com
mand, and this is only possible if 
the Communications arc in excellent 
order. As the years go by, wireless 
is taking a more and more impor
tant part in the Communications of 
our Forces. 

As regards the Army, during the 
last \var they relied on a variety of 
means for Communications, such as 
land-lines, visual signalling, etc. 

'i\.Tireless was also used to a con
siderable extent. Land-line commu
nication between various units was 
subject to interruption by shell fire, 
and parties were detailed for no 
other purpose than to keep the land
lines in repair. 

vVireless is replacing land-lines to 
a consider:~.ble extent, although 
land-line communication in the pre
sent manreuv!'es still exists. This 
latter form of communication be
tween Battalions and Brigade, and 
between Brigades and Division, 
etc., is in the control of the Army 
Corps of Signallers. 

Mobility 

Modern armies employ aeroplanes 
and tanks to a very large extent. 
With such mobile bodies it is ob
vious that the chief form of Com
munication must be wireless, 
although other forms of signalling 
are still made use of. Although 
these mobile units have their 
special functions to perform, they 
cannot act in all respects as inde
pendent units, and they must com
municate with the more stationary 
units, and, further, they must com
municate with each other. The 
Royal Air Force acts as the eyes 
of the Army, and it communicates 
directly with all units of the Army 
-infantry, artillery, cavalry and 
tanks. 

t 0 " 
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Organisation 
The magnitude of the organisa

tion required is obtained from a 
perusal of the large Iist of lines of 
communication "Which are required. 
The Commander-in-Chief must have 
direct communication with his 
armies; these in turn must have 
direct communication with their 
corps and divisions, and divisions 
with brigades, who must be in 
touch with the battalions. The 
Royal Air Force must provide in
formation for the Army, and this 
falls under various headings. For 
each respective duty the various 
squadrons, and sometimes various 

Erecting the masts and laying out tA 

0 ........................................................................................................ . 
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lera, to pin a most interesting insight 
, IJr~ Robinson gives much exclusive 
a~.,qequencies in use. 

flights, must have different lines of 
communicatit"}n, i.e., frequencies. 
Then, again, there is cross commu
nication from the aircraft to the 
infantry, from the aircraft to the 
tanks, and from aircraft to artil
lery. Again, there is inter-com
munication inside the. Royal Air 
Force. There is communication 
between squadron headquarters and 
the aeroplanes, and also there is 
communicatio.n inside the squadrons 
during flight. All these forms of 
communication are equivalent to 
different lines of communication. A 
huge organisation is therefore 
called for in order that each line of 

~«rlla mats for a mobile wireless station. 

The generator and switchboard of one of the wireless sets used by personnel 
of the Royal Air Force. 

communication shall be kept in per
fect order. The efficiency of the 
Army as a whole depends vitally on 
the reliability of all these lines of 
communication; such a vast orga
nisation is put to a very severe 
test in the Army l\Ianreuvres. 
Different lines of communication 
are obtained by using different fre
quencies, and it is obvious that a 
very large number of frequencies is 
required in operations on the scope 
of the present manreuvres. 

• • Frequency '' Replacing 
"Wavelength " ? 

It is interesting to note that our 
Services are tending towards the 
use of frequencies in. place of wave
lengths. In such a large organisa
tion the convenience of using fre
quencies is very great. 

Such a large number of fre
quencies is in demand that there is 
constderahle cro\vding. The fre
quencies in use vary from about 
4,ooo kc. to about Ioo kc., and in 
some regions of this frequency band 
there is such crowding that the 
frequencies are only 2i kc. apart. 
It is obvious that there must be a 
very great accuracy in adjustment 
of frequency to guarantee that these 
lines of communication will be 
reliabie, and it is no eas'y matter 
to keep transmitters accurate with
in the limits given. This difference 
of 2! kc. makes it somewhat diffi
cult to separate neighbouring trans-

missions by the heterodyne method 
of reception, even when both are 
accurate. A small deviation from 
the frequency of a number of sta
tions may easily produce chaos. 

Accuracy 

In order to guarantee accuracy 
of adjustment of frequencies, the 
Air ;\linistry is sending out stan
darcl transmissions on different 
frequencies at different times of the 
day, and thus the various units can 
guarantee to have their \Yave
meters identical. 

J n the neighbourhod of 3,ooo kc. 
( IOo metres) the transmissions 
differ by about 200 kc. In the 
neighbourhood of 750 kc. (400 
metres) the tmnsmissions differ by 
no more than 7 kc. From about 
270 kc. (r,Ioo metres) to about 140 
kc. (2,200 metres) the lines of com
munication are so crowded that at 
times they are as close together as 
2! kc. This is ,the band of fre
quencies which includes I'>aventry, 
which is on 187.4 kc. (1,6oo metres), 
and \Ye can thus understand the 
desire of the Services to curtail the 
activities of Daventry during the 
course of the manreuvres. 

Apparatus Employed 

Some details of the actual func
tions .of wireless and the actual ap
paratu.s employed in the Manreuvres 
will be of interest. There are so 
many lines of communication re-

+ 
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quired that it is necessary to use 
transmission of a form which ab
sorbs as small a frequency band as 
possible. Thus spark transmission 
is not employed in any form. 
C. W. is used very considerably, 
and in some cases it is also neces
sary to use a form of transmission 
which will not require reception by 
means of the heterodyne method, 
and therefore reception must be ob
tained .with apparatus which 
requires very little adjustment. The 
ideal form of transmission for this 
would naturally be spark, but as 
this creates so much jamming, tonic 
train or interrupted continuous 
wave is used instead. Naturally 
telephony requires some .reference, 
as considerable use is being made 
of wireless telephony in the present 
manreuvres. Some reference is 
also r·equired to direction finding, 
which is of immense importance in 
any war operations. One case in 
\Yhich it is being used is to enable 
aeroplanes to note their position 
definitely, and more particularly to 
enable them to find their way back 
home after their operatiot~s are 
completed. 

As regards the Royal Air Force 
activities, these come under various 
headings. 

Reconnaissance 

It is necessary to find out imme
diately \\·hat the enemy is doing at 
some considerable distance behind 
the lines, say up to 1 oo miles. Re
connaissance aeroplanes fly to such 
distances, and any i1ifo-rmation of 
importance can be sent immediately 
to the base by means of wireless. 
For this purpose telegraphy is used, 
such aircraft usually carrying a 
wireless operator. Among-st the 
restrictions of aircraft are naturally 
the weight and space available, and 
the number of personnel that can 

, be carried is very limited. A wire
kss operator on this type of air
craft has, in addition, other func
tions to perform; in fact, the 
g·encTal duties of an observer. 

Apparatus on Aircraft · 

The apparatus carried on recon
naissance aircraft consists of a 
C. \V. transmitter, consisting of two 
A valves in parallel. This trans
mitter is very much on the same 
form as that used in the \Var, 
which was called the type 57· 
\Vavelengths from I ,ooo to 2,500 
metres may be employed. A trail
Ing aerial is used, this aerial being 
let out by the operator by means 
of a suitable winch, usually to a 
1cngth of 200 ft. Power for the 
transmitte1· is obtained from a 

generator which is driven by means 
of a \\·indmill. The generator is 
sometimes placed on the wing of 
the aeroplane and sometimes placed 
at the side of the fuselage. ln the 
latter case it can be rotated on a 
vertical axis, so that the windmills 
get full on to the wind or sideways, 
in the latter case, of course, no 
voltag·c being possible. Any posi-. 
tion between these two extremes 
can be obtained, and this naturally 
regulates the voltage obtained on 
the aeroplane. A fairly straight
forward form of receiver is em
ployed, using one l1igh-frequency 
valve "with reaction and two low
frequency amplifiers, the first valve 
also acting as detector. 

Generally speaking, it is impor
tant to keep down the weight of 
apparatus carried on the aeroplane 
to a minimum. It is thus of the 
utmost importanoe to keep down 
the filament consumption of the 
valves, and thus low consumption 
valves are used. 

Ground Station 

A receiving statie>n for \\·orking 
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more selectivity is introduced. The 
whole of this ground station is 
mobile, and this is in5talled in a 
lorry. Light masts arc used, the 
earthing being provided by means 
of earth mats. 

Communication with Infantry and 
Tanks 

For this purpose telephony is 
used, and the telephony sCit has 
many point~ of interest. In the 
first plan•, it makes use of no trail
ing aerial. This is necessary 
because for communicating with 
the infantry, aircraft very often fly 
lmv and trailing aerials would tend 
•to be pulled oiL The use of a fixed 
aerial on an aeroplane naturally re
stricts the wavelength which can be 
efficiently used, and thus the present 
telephony wavelengths arc in the 
neighbourhood of 6o to 100 metres. 
The aerial may be of two forms. 
In some cases. it is actually fixed 
inside the wing of the aer~planc. 
The position usually chosen for this 
is the trailing edge of either the 
upper o·r lo\1·er wing. In this case, 
ho\1·evcr, a counterpoise is used of 
a similar type. For instance, the 

An R.A.F. portable wireless station used for receiving signals from aeroplanes 
for. the control of artillery. 

with the reconnaissance aemolane is wire 01; the trailing edge of the 
usually with the squadron. This aeroplane may be the aerial, and 
station employs a transmitter of that on the lower wing· may be the 
about half a kilowatt. The trans- counterpoise. Sometimes, how-
mittcr is very similar to one of the ever, better resul-ts can be ob-
first valve transmitters ever used, tained by the use of the metal work 
which was called the type s6B of the aeroplane as a counterpoise, 
transmitter-. It employs a 250-,vatt and the type of aerial which is 
valve, with an anode voltag-e of being used very considerably in the 
2,ooo. Reception, is carried out by present manreuvres is stretched 
a form of receiver very similar to from the ,wing tips to the tail of the 
the aeroplane typ.e, except that aeroplane. In this chse, usually 

s6 
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the body of the machine 1s used as 
a counterpoise or earth. Consider
able work is b('ing done on fixed 
aerii":tls on aircraft by the Royal Air 
Force, and they have obtained re
markable results with this form of 
aerial. 

A transmitter is used which con
sists of a control valve and two 
po\ver valves, the whole consump
tion of power being less than Ioo 
watts. The wavelength of the 
transmitter is variable on the range 
already indicated. The po\Yer for 
the transmitter is obtained in the 
former case from a wind-driven 
generator placed in the wing. A 
special form of receiver is employed 
on ,the aeroplane, which employs a 
number of valves, using up-to~date 
principles. Again, low consump
tion valves must be used in order 
to minimise weight of batteries. 

Telephony 

The problem of telephony on air
craft is not simple, the conditions 
being very much more rigorous 
than in the case of the British 
Broadcasting Co.'s transm1ttmg· 
stations. Space is restricted, there 
is a tren1enclous noise· ever' present, 
and, in addition, there is the noise 
produced from the magnetos of the 
engine, this magneto noise being 
really equivalent to that obtained 
from a number of spark transmit
ters a few feet from the receiver. 
The wavelength of the disturbance 
from the magneto i's of the order 
of 5 to 30 metres, and thus it is 
not very different from that actually 
employed for communication pur
poses on this type of aircraft. The 
Royal Air Force has tackled this 
very serious problem of mag·neto 
interference and has obtained great 
success in its elimination. 

Microphones 

The microphone must receive 
special attention, for if this is 
left open or put in the wrong place 
the general noise of the aeroplane 
will actually be transmitted to the 
receiver on the ground or to 
another aeroplane. Thus it 1s 
necessary to guarantee that the 
rush of wind is kept away from the 
microphone, as ,,·ell as the general 
engine noises. 

Engine Noises 

As regards rt>ception, it 1s abso
lutely necessary to shut out all 
noises in order to hear sig-nals which 
are coming- through. An excellent 
form of helmet is used, which can 
enable all such noises to be elimi
nated. For telephony purposes it 
is usually not possible to carry a 

wireless operator' ana very often 
communication is required on 
single-seater aeroplanes. It ;s 
thus necessary to arrange for 
the pilU;t to perform the trans
mission and reception. This, 
again, introduces difficulties, such 
as training the pilot to speak pro
perly, and designing the apparatus 
in such a form that it can be 
operated by a person with little or 
no knowledge of wireless. Another 
feature is that it is necessary to 
place the transmit>ter and receiver 
out of the reach of the pilot, for 
he has many other instruments to 
deal with in addition to the wire
less instrument, and there IS very 
little space in his cockpit. 

Remote Control 
A form of remote control is 

employed which gives great satis
faction. This control gives similar 
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found to be of great use, for it 
enables the General Staff to obtain 
very early information of enemy 
activities at comparativdy close dis
tances up to 10 and 20 miles. In 
this case some member of the 
General Staff can actually be in 
telephonic communication with the 
aeroplane which is flying over the 
enemy's lines. 

Intercommunication between 
Aeroplanes 

Tekphony is also used for this 
purpose. The Squadron Com
mancl'er is able to give orders to all 
his pilots, and can thus easily con
trol his whole squadron. A demon
"tration of this form of squadron 
control was given at the last Aerial 
Display at Hendon, when a squad
ron of the Royal Air Force was put 
through a number of evolutions by 
\Yireless telephony controls. 

A typical Army portable station which can be very speedily erected and dismantled 

results to the Bowden wire control, 
but is actually different from the 
Bowden wire principle. 

Close Reconnais!jance 

In addition to the lines of com
munication with infantry and 
tanks, telephony is used on air
craft for close reconnaissance work, 
and communication is kept up by 
telephony \Yith the base. The base 
station is usually mobile. and con
tains similar apparatus to that on 
the aeroplanes, but in this case 
being installed on a tender. This 
form of communication IS being 

57. 

Developments 

The good results being ob
tained \vith telephony in the 
Army and the Royal Air Force is a 
result of a number of years' train
ing and development. Telephony 
over fairly long ranges from air to 
ground and vice versa, and betwee111 
aeroplanes has been done for a num
ber of years, but it is one thing to 
give demonstrations on one or two 
aeroplanes and quite another to 
have efficient operation with large 
numbers of aeroplanes. 

!To be condzuled.) 
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~~ * 
~ CONSTRUCTIONAL NOTES ~ 
~ Some items of general interest to the home constructor will be ~ 
~ found on this page. ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~* 
Shortening a Honeycomb Coil 

T sometimes happens 
that a honeycom. b coil 
of standard size is a 
rttle too large to suit 
a particular circuit. 
On one of mv sets, 

for example, with the tunit;g con
densers in use a No. 75 coil is just 
too large to allow the closed circuits 
ro be tuned down to 300 metres, 
whilst at the other end of the scale 
i~ will tune to a good deal beyond 
the ordinary broadcast wavelengths. 
As it is rather a nuisance to have to 
(;hange inductances when one is try
ing round for various stations the 
simplest method is to red·uce the 75 
coil by a few turns. 

The first t·hing to do is to separate 
the coil from its plug-and-socket 
mounting, laking care not to 
damage the connection of the end ,,f 
the wire to the plug. Should the coil 
be wrapped with Empit·e tape this 
must be removed carefully. Now 
unwind t\\·o or three turns from the 
end of the wire which will be found 
attached to the socket. Cut off, 
bare the end, and make a tempor
ary attachment to the socket by 
means of the screw which secures it 
to the ebonite block of the mount
ing-. Test the coil on the set to see 
what eflect the reduction has 
upon the maximum and minimuJTI 
wavelengths obtainable. Proceed in 
this way, unwinding a few turns at 
a time and testing- after each opera
tion, until the required range is 
re<~ched. Then solder the " out " 

end of the windings to the socket 
and t;efix the coil securelv to its 
mounting, replacing the Empire tape 
binding if. this is used. 

l f necessary the wires can be 
secured tempL~rarily whilst tests are 
being made by means of a small 
piece of sticking plaster. R. "'·· H. 

An Effective Aerial IBsulator 

The glass tubes sold as towel rails 
can be used as very efficient aerial 
insulators. They ar'e very light and 
quite suitable for a single wire 
aerial, pr{}vided they are properly 
attached. 

If they are just tied in, as shown 
i 1 F'ig. I, they will be subjected to 
an uneven strain and are likely to 
be broken. 

The best wav to fit them is as 
foliows : Prep~re the ends of the 

-z:tr=-:~~ )=-·~-() 
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j,;~"loiOr 
Fig. I. The method of securing tne wire 
to the insulator shown in the lower dia-

gram wiU prevent .breakage. 

7/22 aerial wire by putting a seizing 
on it about 8 in. from the end, then 
unstrand the wire down to the 
!.eizing and remove the central core 
·"-'ire. l'he six outer \\·ires should 

then be fanned out and fastened, 
one at a time, around the neck of 
the insulator, as in Fig. I (top), 
taking care to make them all the 
same Jeng th. 

The knot securing ·the halliard to 
the other end of the insulator should 
be made as in Fig. I (bottom). The 
loops should be made by ·eye-splic
ing or by knots. The head of the 
insulator is placed through the hole 
AI and the three loop's drawn tight 
so as to space the tails evenlv. If 

Fig. 2. Showing how the Lops for 
securing the insulators are formed. 

these are made of thick string, they 
should be knotted together and 
made fast to the halliard. 

Care should be taken in erecting, 
as these glass tubes are very brittle, 
but they \\ill take a great strain if 
they are attached in this manner. 
As they are about I8 in. long their 
e!ectro,:tatic eapacity is small, and 
this is further reduced by their 
.hollowness. (The towel rails re
ferred to Ciln be obtained quite 
cheaply from \Voolworth's Stores.) 

H. W. P. 

The twelve aerial masts of the Government wireless station at Hillmorton, near Rueby, are each 800 feet hitlh• 
ss 
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A HOME=MADE TAP FOR EBONITE 

The tap described in the c:ccom
panying article may be mounted 

in a strip of brass as shown. 

HERE are, no doubt, 
many amateurs who 
do not possess a tap 
among their kit of 
tools. In some cases 
it may be a question 

of expense that stops amateurs 
from purchasing these, or, in other 
cases, there may be so little use for 
them that it does not seem worth 
while getting one. A very satis
factory tap, however, for cutting 
threads in ebonite can easily be 
made from a piece of screwed brass 
rod or studding; and that shown 
in the illustration was from 
this material. The 2 BA and 4 BA 
sizes can be made without much 
difficulty, but if one is to be made 
out of 6 BA a certain amount of 
skill is required. 

Holding the Rod 

The procedure to be adopted 
in making the tap shown is as 
follows. A short length of <>ctewed 
rod of the required gauge is fixed 
in such a manner that it is firmly 
held. This may be done either in 
a vice, in which case jaw-guards 
should be used so as not to damage 
the thread, or on the edge of the 
bench, by clamping a piece of wood 
on top of it. A small slotting file 
or some other small sharp-edged 
file: is then used to cut a slot 
lengthwise in the threaded rod. 

Filing the Slots 

The one edge of this slot, which 
:s the cutting edge, should be along 
the radius ·of the rod, while the 
other is filed away to give the 
necessary clearance, as shown in 
the sketch. Three slots are cut in 
,this manner, spaced equally round 

Taps for thread-cutting in ebonite are an almost essential part of the 

constructor's tool-kit, a,.d taps for this purpose 'of any required size 

can be made with the aid of a small file only, as described in this article. 
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the circumference of the rod, and 
care should be taken that the slots 
are large enough and deep enough 
to accommodate the ebonite dust 
resulting· from the cutting action. 

Spacing of Slots 
Care should be exercised ~n 

cutting these slots, otherwise they 
may be unequally spaced, which 
spoils the appearance of the tool 
(although without actually affecting 
its efficiency to any material ex
tent), but chiefly so that the cutting
edge be correctly set, othen~ise it 
may be found that the tap will not 
cut easily, and requires a certain 
amount of force ,to use. 

Cleaning Up 

Having completed the cutting of 
the slots, a nut may be run round 

DIRECTION OF 7/Jf/N 

Fig.l.-Careful setting of the angle 
of the cutting edges will ensure an 

efficient tool. 

to remove any burrs that may have 
been left on the e~!ges of the thread 
by the file. 

It should be noted that when 
cutting- the slot with the point of 
the threaded rod towards you, the 
right-hand edge of the slot will be 
the cutting edge, the left-hand one 
being filed down to give the clear
ance. If this point is not observed 
the tap will not, of coprse, cut. 

The Holder 
The next step is to make the 

holder for the tap, and this may 
easily be made from a piece of flat 
brass strip. A suitable size for 
this brass strip is ! in. wide by i in. 
thick and 4 in.s. in length. A hole 
is drilled in the centre which will 
just clear the size of rod being 
used, which is next cut to the 
required length. It is then fixed 
into the holder by means of two 
lock nuts on each side of the strip 
of brass. These nuts are tightened 
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up as ~ar as .~ossi~le, and may be 
locked m pos1tlon e1ther by putting 
a number of centre-punch marks in 
the angle formed between them and 
the screwed rod, or by runnin<,. 
solder around so as to set ,the nut~ 
solid. C. P. A. 

:····························· .............. . . : 
A Cheap Transmitting : 

Milliammeter : . . ............................................. : 
T HE question of meters is a 

serious. one fo~r the an:a~eur 
transm1tter w1th a lnmted 

purse, and, though second-hand 
aerial meters of the hot wire tvpe 
can be picked up cheaply eno~gh 
at certam disposals shops, a plate 
milliammeter reading up to roo 
milliamps or so is not so easily or 
cheaply obtained. 

A Good Substitute 

An excellent s~1bstitute is, how
ever, to be found m one of the cheap 
low-resistance voltmeters that are 
now everywhere on the market. 
An .i~stru.ment o.f this description 
reading up to ro volts may be ob
tained for five or' six shillings, and 
has only a resistance of about 200 

ohms, a negligible resistance ,when 
placed in the plate circuit of a trans
mitting valve being supplied with 
200 volts and upwards. 

Calibration 
A meter purchased by the writer 

was found to register ro volts in 
this position when about roo milli
amps was being passed, and it was 
calibrated against a milliammeter 
which was known to be fairly 
accurate. A calibcation curve was 
plotted, and from this another scale 
was made and pasted over the volts 
scale of the meter. Accurate read
ing could not be obtained below 
about 8 milliamps, but a very fair 
idea of the plate current being 
passed was obtainable. Being of 
the flush-mounting type, its appear
ance is quite neat, while its small 
cost recommends it to the amateur 
who does not mind obtaining read
ings that are not accurate within a 
few per cent. P. A. G. 
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i EXTENDING THE ~ . . . . 
i:.· BROADCAST RANGE : 

(Continued from page 40.) . . ........................................................................ 
Capacity Ratio of Condenser 

The condenser used in preparing· this table had a 
maximum capacity of soo p.p.F, and we cannot count 
on a minimum lower than about 25 p.p.F, because of 
the wiring, ·etc. Furthermore, it is not well to use 
the condenser at .the very low dial settings, as it is 
very inefficient at these points. The resistance of a 
condenser increases to very high values at the lo>v 
dial settings. 

The capacity ratio was, ther-efore, soo/25 or 20 to r. 
It is very interesting to note that, although we require 
a capacity ratio of 9 to 1 to cover the 6oo-2oo-metre 
range, and although v>'e have condensers having 
capacity ratios of 20 to 1, still many have not been 
able to cover the range completely. It is quite a 
mystery . to the writer why this has been so difficult. 
He has constructed many radio receivers, and has not 
had any diDlculty at all in covering the total broad
casting range. 

But to deal with the range of 6oo-1 so metres we 
should have to keep things in the same proportion. 
So, if we coukl cover the range 6oo-2oo with a 20 to ·I 

condenser, requiring only a 9 to I ratio, then to cover 
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a range 6oo-r so, requiring a capacity ratio of 16 to r, 
\vhich is about twice the 9 to I ra'tio, we should have 
to have a capacity ratio of about twice 20 to I, or 
40 to r. This high capacity ratio is not obtainable 
in the small-sized condenser. A o.ooi f!F condt>nser 
may fill the bill, however, for this can be counted on 
to have a capacity ratio of at least 40 to I. Thus, a 
condenser having a maximum of I ,ooo f!f!F and a mini
mum of 25 will have a capacity ratio of r,oooj25 or 
40 to r. 

Another Difficulty 
There will be difficulties involved here, however, 

which will make it necessary to go to other means of 
extending the range. The main difficulty lies in the 
great congestion of stations which will be found on 
the lower half of the condenser dial. Besides this, it 
will be difficult to tune the set sharply, as everyone 
knows who has tried to tune with large condensers. 

We come to the end of our journey, therefore, with 
the tentative conclusion that the difficulty is perhaps 
most satisfactorily overcome by the use of tapped coils 
in the tuned circuits. Of course, it is not entirely 
necessary to use three ranges. Two ranges will be 
satisfactory for most purposes; but the advantage of 
spreading out the stations as much as practicable is, 
of course, the elimination of crowding. 

Much ingenuity will have to be exercised in keeping 
down the number of switches and controls. But 
difficulties such as this will be overcome, for there is 
scarcely anything fo•r which a suitable switch cannot 
be designed. 

................................................ . . . . 
i THE INTERFERENCE : . . 
: PROBLEM : . . . . 
: (C~ntinued from page 43.) : . . . . . . ...................................•............. 
ful local station was cut out almost 
completely all over the scale, and 
the intense belts of arc mush which 
normal! y make D X reception prac
tically impossible here for long 
periods -every day were reduced to a 
moderately noisy background only. 

simple once calibrations had been 
obtained by means of a wavemeter 
for each tuning-point. With the 
addition of two stages o.f trans
former-coupled power L.F. amplifi
cation, a receiver was obtained on 
which it was not difficult to go <the 
rouncl of a number of distant sta
tions without using headphones at 

all, and that within a few miles of 
powerful interfering stations. 

It is possible that at very short 
distances from a broadcasting sta
tion special care will have to be 
taken to avoid direct pick-up by the 
filter-unit inductance-s themselves. 
This effect was not noticeable at I2 
miles. 

By loosening still further the 
coupling by tapping at the l sth or 

~ Ioth primary turn, London was cut 
out by one filter stage on Man
chester and Cardiff. With two 
separate filter-stages the local sta
tion had to be searched for; mush 
had almost vanished, and both 
Manchester and Cardiff could be 
obtained at any loud-speaker 
strength required completely free 
from Liondon, but subject, of 
,course,· to the usual mus.h-to-signal
ratio rule, and to parasitic L.F. 
interferences. 

Signal strength diminished per
ceptibly with two filter-stages in 
,use, but not prohibitively; it could 
be readily. compensated for bv silent 
LF. amplification, and was more 
than made up for by freedom from 
the arc .mush. Pravided that sen
sitive and uniform reaction controi 
vvas available, the tunlng was qu!fe 

_ The. switchboard in the power-house at the Post Office Wireless Station at 
Northolt, which deals with general Continental traffic. 

6o 
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Apparatus We Have Tested 
Concluctecl by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor. 

" 660 " Valve 

:An interesting valve which is fitted 
with a thorium-coated molrbdenum 
tllament, in place of the usual thoriated 
tungsten, has been submitted by 
Messrs. The Electron Co., Ltd. This 
is of the 2-volt D.E. class, the rating 
being given (in the usual vague and 
rather unhelpful manner) by the 
·nakers as 1.5 to 2 volts filament 
voltage and 30 to 100 volts for H .T. 
reqnirements. Structurally the valve 
follows conventional lines, with a 
nearly vertical cylindrical anode of fair 
size and a somewhat open spiral grid. 

4 
flm),ent I~ V~ltf 1 Q·J8Am~ l 

~~ 
,j, / 

......... 
V 1---

1--~ / / v 
~ / 6Qr I ~~ / V 

/ / VNeon Amplifitot/on roctor 
~ / -;;s tf_:/2 at 60-90 V 

D-,f" // V V 1c.'"'!:f::: ot,6o-rov, :::.-r V 
8 I 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 Ill 12 H /6 /8 20 2Z 

CB/0 VOLTS + 
Fig.l.-Charo:cteristic curves of the 

" 660 " valve. 

The valve has a cylindrical bulb and is 
about 3in. high; the. base is made of 
a mottled red insulating material. 

On trial, a fair emission of r.S 
milliampcrcs was registered with high 
plate potential and positive grid bias 
when 1.5 volts were applied to the fila
ment; with r.S volts this emission in
creased to 5 milliamperes, and at r.g 
volts on the filament to 7 milliamperes. 
Accordingly the characteristics were 
determined with r.S volts, at which 
rating the filament took about .38 
amperes. The curves showed a pow~:r 
to handle considerable energy without 
departing from a straight characteris
tic, with go volts or more of H.T.; a 
4-volt swing was permissible on go 
volts, corresponding to a moderate 
degree of loud-speaking without dis-

tortion from overrunning the valve 
\vhen used as last-stage L.F. amplifi~r. 
On practical trial this was found to be 
the case, and with 120 volts H.T. and 
4 volts negative grid-bias quite a deal 
of rower could be handled. The grid
current characteristic sho\ved a verv 
rapid rise about ·5 volts positive; with 
a lnw value of H.T. and a high grld
lrak (-t rnegohms) excellent detec
tion resulted on weak signals. The 
very satisfactory mean amplification 
factor 0f 12 found was consistent with 
this; the A. C. impedance was 
moderate, about 37,500 ohms in. the 
60-90 volt 1·egion. In H.F. amplifica
tion the valve operated normally, but 
oscillated with considerable ease, so 
precautions had to be insisted on for 
ensuring stability. The vain; in 
general showed itself to be a useful 
general-purposes one, with special 
merit as a detector for critical work. 

Silvertown Verniometer 

A slow-motion fine adjustment de
vice \vhich can be applied to existing 
condenser and variometer spindles 
without elaborate alterations is the 
" Verniometer," a sample of whic-h 
has been submitted by Messrs. The 
Silvertown Co. This consists of what 
at first appears to be an ordinary bevel 
scale 3 in. in diameter, which can be 
aftixed on a ~-in. plain spindle by 
means of a set-screw. But it is 
noticed that the base of this scale is a 
brass plate, around the periphery of 
which is cut a worm-wheel ; with this 
engages, when required, a fine screw
worm on a tangential spindle 4 in. 
long, mounted in bearings on a small 
bracket to be fixed on the panel by 
two small sct·ews. This spindle has a 
controlling knob, and has also a cir
cular scale on it for fine settings. 
An ingenious m~Cchanism enables this 
fine-adjustment device to be swung out 
of engagement when doing preliminary 
rough tuning or searching. On trial, 
the control was found to be fine enough 
for any reasonable purpose, and the 
mechanism orerated smoothly. A de-
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sirable refinement, which would not be 
a difficult matter to install, would be 
the provision of a non-conducting 
spindle for the fine adjustment or 
equivalent isolation for hand-capacity 
effects at some other point; there is a 
complete metallic connection from the 
condenser, etc., spindle to the spindle 
under the small f1nc-adjustment knnb 
at present. · 

Hales Aerial Control 
:.\Iessrs. The Wholesale "Wireless Co. 

ha,·e sent in a sample of their " Hales 
Aerial Control " and " Lead-in Con
trol." The former consists of a strong 
spiral spring about 5 in. long, fitted 
with an insulator at each end. This 
is intended to be introduced between 
the end of the aerial wire itself and 
the halliard. Under ordinary condi
tions it is a difficult matter to main
tain an aerial taut, on account of the 
expansion and contraction of the wire 
and halliards with temperature and 
moisture, and of the swaying of the 
poles in the wind; the result is a cer
tain loss of effective height, and often 
a peri<Jdic fading due to alterations of 
tuning through the varying aerial capa
city resulting. The " Aerial Control " 
appears to possess the right degree of 
springiness t0 counteract this effect, 
enabling the aerial to be rulled up 
taut at all times, and providing at 
the same time a sufficient degree of 
'' give "to allow for these variations in 
length without unduly straining masts 
or halliards. 

The lead-in control, consisting of a 
similar spiral of phosphor bronze 2 in. 
long, is designed to keep the lead-in 
wire taut. A spring eye is provided to 
fix on the end of fhe lead-in fitting and 
acts as an automatic locking device 
here ; the main spring comes at the 
end of a bent arm, which supplies, at 
its lowest point, a drainer for rain 
water running down the lead and 
helps to maintain the lead-in insulator 
dry. These devices should certainly 
add to the appearance and practical 
efficiency of an outside aerial system. 

(Continued on page 64) 
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THE THREE-VALVE DUAL 
RECEIVER 

Sm,-I herewith enclose you a small 
and, I am afraid, .a rather poor photo
graph of my "Three-Valve Dual Re
ceiver " (Modern Wireless, April, 
1924, by John Scott-Taggart, M.C., 
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.) This set has 
given great pleasure to myself and 
manv others. 

I am able to go round all the main 
English and as many foreign stations. 
Simply by tuning with the loud
speaker all stations come through at 
full loud-speaker strength, and I have 
yet to find a straight four-valve circuit 
that can equal it for volume and 
purity. 

I have wired the set with bare 
square section wire, but the com
ponents used are as specified by Mr. 
Scott-Taggart. 

With sincere thanks for rublishing 
such an excellent circuit.-Yours faith
fully, 

C. A. BIRTWHISTLE. 
\Veston-super-Mare. 

The handsome 3- Valve Dual Re
ceiver built by Mr. Birtwhistle. 

THE NINE-VALVE SUPER
HETERODYNE 

Sm,-1 have constructed the " Nine
Valve Super-heterodyne " set described 
by John Scott-Taggart, M.C., 
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., in the May 
issue of Modern Wireless, and want 
to tell you that I am exceedingly satis
fied with it. It is certainlv ·the best 
set r have ('\'er had, althou'gh I have 
already constructPd about 30 different 
sets with a number of valves varying 
from 2 to r r. I have received the 
following stations at full loud-spPaker 
stn•ngth on a nry small frame in a 
house surrounded b\· steel concrete 
b1.1ildings, With JotS of iron machinPry 
in them :-Berlin, Bre<;;]au, VK>nna, 
Zurich, Aberdeen, Touloust', Rome, 
Hanm·er, Dresden. These results 

were obtained whilst the local station, 
Nuremberg, about a third of a mile 
from my house, was working with an 

.output of about I kw., without any
interference. 

Thinking that this statement might 
he of some interest to you, I wish to 
remain,-Yours faithfully,. 

K. NISTER. 
Nuremberg. 

A TWO-VALVE DOUBLE 
REACTION RECEIVER 

Sm,-Knowjng that letters of appre
ciation are always welcome, I feel that 
ti ought to let you know how satisfied 
I am with the "Two~Valve Double 
Reaction Receiver " published in the 
Au.gust issue of The lllireless Con
structor, bv Stanlev G. Rattee, 
M.I.R.E. (built this.set ,recently, not 
with the components given, but with 
equally good ones. I have up to date 
logged the following stations (all at 
good strength) :-Newcastle (very 
loud), Leeds and Bradford, Bourne
mouth, zLO, Cardiff, Aberdeen, Hull, 
Manchester, Dundee, Glasgow, Edin
burgh, Belfast, Liverpool, Frankfurt 
and two other German stations uniden
tified, Oslo, Radio Toulouse, Radio 
Paris, Radio St. Sebastian, E.A.J .8 
testing. I can get this last station 
each evening at 11.30 p.m., 300 
metres. WGY testing on September 8, 
11.45 p.m. Daventry comes in on 
loud-speaker quite well. I have a 
Louden 6-volt F.E.R.I dull emitter 
and a B.T.H. B4 powet valve as the 
second. I have had all stations 
several times excepting WGY once 
only, Oslo twice, Belfast once, Livet·
pool once. I have a " Family " four
vain· set as well, and, strange to say, 
I cannot touch some of these stations 
with it.-Yours faithfullv, 

. H. LEWIS. 
Scarborough. 

THE "TWIN-VALVE" RECEIVER 
Sm,-1 think vou ma\· be interested 

to hear of my experience of Mr. Scott
T:~ggart's "T\\·in-Vah·e" Receiver, 
described in the January issue of The 
Wireless Constructor and Radio Press 
Em·elope No. ro. I have built this 
set twie<', but I have been unable to 
tune down to the Sheffield station's 
wa,·elength (301 metres), the .0003 I'F 
variable condenser being at zero for 
Manchester (378 metres). By follow-
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ing the instructions of the makers of 
my H.F. transformers and tuning the 
primary winding instead of the 
secondary winding with the .0003 ~<F 
variable condenser I was enabled to 
tune Sheffield and other relay stations 
at excellent loud-speaker stn;ngth. 

Trusting my experience may be ,)f 
value to some other expPrimenters 
similarly perplexed, and wishing y,)u 
every success.-Yours faithfu1Iy, 

EDGAR H. RIDGW.\Y. 

Rotherham, Yorks. 

THE OMNI RECEIVER 

Sm,-Please find enclosed a rhoto
graph of my " Omni " RecPiver, 
which I constructed soon after it \Vas 
published in Modern Wireless 
(January, 1924, issue, b:-· John Scott
Taggart, M.C., F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.) 
and Wireless Weekly (Vol. J, No. 4, 
and subsequent issues). 

I have spent many hours experi
menting with the set, trying out 

The Omni Receiver which, together 
with the coils, was constructed by 

Mr. Brett. 

various circuits, and I han· learnt 
much from Wi1'eless Weekly and 
Modem Wireless with the aid of my 
"Omni." 

All coils are of mv own construction 
again due to the ·tuition gained by 
being a regular reader of Radio Press 
publications from No. 1. 

\Vishing you further success.-Yours 
faithfully, 

s. J. BRETT. 
Clapton, E.s. 

ENVELOPE NO. 3 

Sm,-You are almost sure to hm·e 
·received more communications con
cerning your " Simplicity " set than 
are pleasant to deal with. Yet the 
remarkabie results, in my humble 
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opinion, prompt me to express at least 
my thanks for the assistance of 
Envelope No. 3 (by G. P. Kendall, 
B.Sc.), in making up this set for a 
Cuiitomer. 

My customer insisted on provision of 
space for the addition of a fourth 
valve. I tried to dissuade him in 
vain. I assured him he would not 
require same. But I made the ranel 
win. x I8in. instead of win. x I4in., 
and did not alter the general arrange
ment otherwise. 

Tinned square copper wire was used 
for wiring, and all joints were soldered. 

The list of stations heard so far 
~ncludes Daventry, London, Bourne
mouth, Toulouse, Munich, Madrid, 
Eiffel Tower, Breslau, Petit-Parisien, 
Cardiff, Barcelona, Dortmund, Radio 
Paris, Oslo, Zurich, Cadiz, Birming
ham, Aberdeen and Danzig. 

The aerial used is a twin wire in 
the loft of the house underneath the 
roof, and is about 35ft. high and 42 fL 
long. 

The ease with which I " picked up " 
the various stations mentioned sur
prised me-and my customer. A loud
speaker has not yet been tried.-Yours 
faithfully, 

ERNEST F. HoLDEN. 
Folkestone. 

AN STlOO RECEIVER 

Sm,-1 am sure it would greatly 
interest you to hear of my results 
using your STwo circuit. I took the 
diagram Jrom your handbook, " More 
Practical Valve Circuits (Radio Press 
Books, No. IS, by John Scott-Taggart, 
M.C., F.Inst:P., A.M.I.E.E.), and 
chose my own components, including 
Cossor \Vuncell valves and basket coils 
for tuning. My aerial is a single wire, 
35ft. long, 2oft. high and, :screened at 
one end. To begin with 2LO, this is 
too strong for my loud-speaker, and 
has to be detuned, using So volts on 
the plate. Just a little less in volume 
is sXX. Birmingham, Newcastle 
and Bournemouth usually come in on 
the loud-speaker comfortable enough ro 
hear, the rest of B.B.C. stations, ex
cept Belfast, being very good on 
'phones. Relay stations picked up at 
fair 'phone strength include N otting
ham, Bradford, Plymouth, Liverpool, 
Dundee and Hull. 

These, however, are less consistent 
than the main stations. 

Coming to Continental stations, 
results are even more gratifying, 
Radio-Paris being quite easy to get on 
the loud-speaker, as one should expect 
from their power. To be brief, my 
list is as follows, and thev are most 
consistent :-Voxhaus, Radio Beige, 
Radio Iberica, Petit-Parisien, Stutt
gart, Bremen, Ecole Superieure, 
Hilversum, Breslau Rome, Radio 
Toulouse, Zurich, ' Hamburg, and 
others that I have not been able to 
recognise. Many of these have been 
heard very o_ften at fair loud-speaker 
strength, but all of them are regularly 
good 'phone strength. I may add that 
most of these 'are heard on Sundays 
between 2·LO hours. Regarding the 

selectivity of this set, I use no wave 
trap, and, as you will see, I am not 
far from 2LO, yet on certain spots of 
the crystal I can cut them out and 
receive Birmingham and Radio Beige 
without a whisper from London, but 
only below and above those wave
lengths. This must be undoubtedly 
the best two-valve reflex yet. I have 
tried numerous two- and three-valve 
circuits, but they. did nothing near so 
great. Last wmter I worked the 
STwo, but not this particular set, and 
I heard WGY on three or four occa
sions, and this year I hope to do better. 
To sum up the set, it is economical, 
it is consistent, though I always read 
the reverse of reflex circuits, it is a 
range getter and a powerful set. I 
feel so satisfied that I haven't troubled 
since to trv anv more circuits out. I 
am even ·doubtful whether the new 
STwo would give me my present 
results.-Yours faithfullv, 

·G. \VAR.'>ER. 

London, S.E.I7. 

A READER IN AUSTRALIA 
SIR,-l would like to tell you of the 

great interest with which I have fol
lowed the descrirtion of the nine
valve supersonic heterodyne receiver in 
the May and June issues of Modem 
Wireless, by John Scott-Taggart, 
M.C., F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E. In the 
very near future I am going to try my 
hand at constructing this set, for I 
believe it will go far towards a solution 
of two of the great problems here, viz., 
selectivity and distance. 

Another of our troubles is " Static " 
with a capital " S." It is truly ter
rible during the summer months, and 
quite often very bad even in the depth 
of winter, if it is desired to listen to 
any but the home station (supposing 
always that the listener-in dwells in a 
capital city), the shortest distance be
tween any two broadcasting stations on 
the Continent being at least 300 miles, 
and no relays are emrloyed. 

Take, for example, the State of 
Queensland. The only station in 
operation is in Brisbane, in the S. E. 
corner, and this has to supply pro
grammes as far away as proves to be 
possible. At frequent intervals, in cold 
weather, the writer has heard X's so 
bad that they completely obliterated all 
signals fn5tn a sK.W. station 6o miles 
away for half an hour on end, except 
perhaps for a word here and there to 
show that the statiqn was still work
ing. 

Still another of our problems is the 
wide wave band employed by our sta
tions. One station in N. S. W. operates 
on I, 100 metres, and one in W.A. 
somewhere about the same wave
length, while the remaining five sta
tions in the Commonwealth use wave
lengths varying from 350-450 metres. 
This makes it very difficult to con
struct a set with other than plug-in 
coils to cover the range, and yet to be 
sufficiently selective to tune through 
the local station and pick up a distant 
one near the same wavelength. We 
are looking forward with interest out 
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here to the articles. to be written by 
Mr. Harris on his return from U.S.A. 
and Canada, as we believe that some 
of the conditions prevailing in those 
countries will aprly here, especiafly 
those pertaining to the West Coast of 
America and the Southern States. 

I would take this opportunity of 
thanking you for the valuable informa
tion published in your very excellent 
papers, and would .crave pardon for, 
having taken so much of your time 
with my woes.-Yours faithfully, 

Brisbane. 
ALAN s. QUAIFE. 

THE TRANSATLANTIC IV 
Sm,-1 am just writing to let you 

know how well our " Transatlantic 
IV " is \vorking (Modern Wireless, 
November, I924, by Percy \V. Harris, 
:\I. I.R.E.). I get all the main British 
stations and most of the relays. Also 
Ecole , Superieure, an unidentified 
French station, Oslo (Norway), 
Rome, Madrid, Munich and Munster 
at loud-speaker strength.-Yours faith
fully, 

A. B. DicK. 
Alvechurch, Worcs. 

MAIDSTONE RADIO WEEK 

Sm,-1 , hope that the following 
announcement may be of interest to 
your readers.-Yours faithfully, 

H. T. COGGER. 
Maidstone's Third Annual Wireless 

Exhibition will be held in the Concert 
Hall, Corn Exchange, and will be 
opened by G. Foster Clark, Esq., J.P., 
on Tuesday, October 13, at 6.45 p.m., 
and will continue until October I7. 

Organised by the Maidstone and 
District Radio Society, the Exhibition 
promises to be a very successful event. 
An attractive programme · has been 
arranged, and includes lectures by the 
B. B. C., the. R.S.G.B.,, a Dance, a 
Concert in -<!id of the Maidstone Hos
pitals, wireless installation and an open 
competition for the best home con
structed crystal to three-valve set. 
Entry forms for this competition may 
be obtained from the Hon. Secretary. 
All entries close on October 8. 

An imposing disrlay of all up-to-date 
apparatus and accessories will be on 
view at the stand of the most 
prominent wireless firms of Maidstone, 
and demonstrations will be given by 
them each evening. There will also 
be a good display of amateur work. 

Further particulars may be obtained 
from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. T. 
Cogger, 44• Postley Road, Maidstone. 

BOLTON AND DISTRICT RADIO 
SOCIETY 

Sm,-1 enclose a report with refer
ence to a forthcoming event arranged 
by the above Society, which I hope 
may be of interest to some of your 
readers.-Yours faithfully, 

N. !SHERWOOD. 

A grand lantern lecture will be given 
on Wednesday, October 14, 1925, in 
the Y.M.C.A. Buildings, Deansgate~ 
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Bolton, by H. A. Hankey, Esq., 
'Assistant Chief Engineer of the 
B. B. C., London. Subject : " Radio 
Ramifications." His Worship the 
Mayor of Bolton (Councillor J. F. 
Steele, Esq., J.P.) will preside, and 
Victor Smythe, Esq. (" Uncle 
Victor " of 2ZY) will be rresent in 
support. Commence 7.30 p.m. 

Hon. Sec. : J. GRIMSHAW, 7o, 
Church Road, Bolton. 

THE B.B.C. AND THEIR 
WAVELENGTHS 

SIR,-May I congratulate you on 
your exposure of the B. B. C.'s laxity in 
regard to its station's wavelengths? 
We have always taken for granted that 
a great semi~official company such as 
the B.B.C. would be scrupulously 
exact in all matters relating to its 
broadcast transmissions. The plea of 
inefficient apparatus cannot-or should 
not-be advanced, since the Company's 
balance sheet for last vear indicates 
large financial resources: 

Or. Robinson 's disclosures serve to 
exrlain a matter which has been caus
ing me some uneasiness, and which 
doubtless affects other readers of 
Wireless Weekly. I possess a hetero
dyne wavemeter, whose accuracy is 
guaranteed to :.~ metre. A couple of 
months ago, being interested in the 
proposed new wavelengths, I decided 
to devote some time to experimenting 
with my wavemeter. 

Greatly to my surprise, I found th~t 
on tuning to 365 metres with the aid 
of the wavemeter 2LO could not be 
found on that wavelength, but was 
apparently transmitting on one several 
metres lower. , Certain other stations 
gave similar---"though not so pro
nounced-results, Manchester being a 
bad offender. Not unnaturally I 
blamed my wayemeter, thinking the 
transmissions themselves above re
proach. 

The matter is now explained by the 
article in No. I of Wireless and Dr. 

should be connected with technical 
inaccuracies is little short of scandal
ous, and it is, in a wav, fortunate 
that the matter has been. brought to 
light b,· a British scientist rat her than 
by a filfeign listener. 

I earnestly hope that the Radio 
Press, Ltd., will thrash out the matter 
with the B.B.C., and that the Elstree 
laboratories will continue to investigate 
such matters of public interest.-Yours 
faithfully, G. V. LARKI:\. 

September 24, 1925. 

TRANSATLANTIC V 
SIR,-I thin!{ that you may like to 

have a report on my " Transatlantic 
V " Receiver (by Percy .\V. Harris, 
M.I.R.E., in Modern Wireless for 
June, 1924). This I have now had in
stalled in regular use for some months, 
and I must say that I am extremelv 
pleased with the results obtained. · 

1 made up the set as described by 
Mr; Harris, and ,I am using home
made coils. Mv aerial is rather badly 
screened, and has an effective heigl-it 
of only about 20 feet, the earth lead 
being taken to a water pipe in the 
usual way. · 

I had America several times early 
this year, but have not done much in 
that direction lateiL KDKA and 
WGY came in at wonderful strength, 
using the five valves. 

Using three, or sometimes four, 
valves I can .go the round of most of 
the Continental stations, loud-speaker 
results being obtainable from many of 

Professor Julian · Huxley, who is f,roadcasting a series of scientific 
lectures from the London Station. 

Robin son's disclosures 'in yesterday's 
Wireless Weekly. The satisbction I 
feel at the proved accuracy of my wave
meter is tempered by annoyance at 
~hat i$ either culpable negligence or 
deliberate deceit on the part of the 
British Broadcasting Company. That 
~he · \~·orld's ·best broadcastin~ service 

them \\'hen all five valvPs are in 
circuit. 

Several of my friends have been 
rersuadcd by nn: good r('sults to make 
up similar sets. Wishing you every 
success.-Yours faithfullv, . R: B. WEST. 

· London, S.W. 
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............................................. . . . . 
! APPARATUS TESTED ! 
! (rvntinued from page 61.) i . . . . ... ••••••*••································· 

"C.A.C." Valves 
Samples of the " C.A.C." bright

emitter general-purpose ~·alve have 
been submitted bv Messrs. C.A.C. 
(Radio), Ltd., and imve been subjected 
to an extended test. The construction 
is of the standard type associated with 
the R valve, with an unusuallv 
open spiral grid. It was to b~ ei
pected, therefore, that the valves would 
disrlay a small amplification-factor 
and a low impedance; this was con
firmed on test. 3·5 volts appeared to 
be ample on the filamenf, the three 
specimens submitted showing a satura-

/31~ V 

lli fllomenf 3·5Vult.r iJ.~AmtM. I 

,.!:;! .PevV l1 

~~ / I 
!LNeon Amplifi&l1fion Foetor I a rv.v V 
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The characteristic curves of the C.A.C. 
valves submitted for test. 

tion current at this rating of IJ, 14 
and 23 milliampcres respectively, 'vith 
ample H.T. and positive grid bias. 
The current taken was between ·55 and 
.6 amperes with 3·5 volts on the fila
ment. The characterist1c curves gave 
a mean amplification factor of but 5·5· 
with the low mean A.C. impedance of 
S,ooo ohms, corresponding thus rather 
to a valve intended primarily for L.F. 
amplification. With 120 volts H .T. 
and the ample grid bias denoted by 
the curves of 9 volts, the valves proved 
able to handle r('ally powprful signals, 
and gave excellent loud-speaking on 
the local transmission when used as 
first-stage L.F. valves. As a detector 
the low amplification factor 'vas 
against the valve, though it oscillated 
with extreme ease. As a high~fre
quency amrlifier the performancewas 
not striking, much positive grid bias 
being needed for stability. The. grid
current curve. showed a d('cided cHrrent 
below zero grid volts; accordingly an 
unusually high grid-leak is required, as 
experiment confirmed, whilst the 
vah·e would operate smoothly as a 
df'tector without a grid-leak at all. In 
general, this type can be ·recommended 
for L. F. ,amplification, with pro pet: 
H.T. and ample grid-bias, when there 
is a fair amount of signal energy to 
be handled, and under proper condi
tions {6o volts H.T. and a high g.rid
leak value) as an emergency detector. 
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nf6rmalt.on 
Department. 

C. 0. S. (NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE) 
has submitted a wiring diagram of 
a 3-valve receiver, with one high
frequency stage stabilised by the 
neutrodyne method. He states that 
when he connects the high-tension 
supply to the high frequency valve, 
a flash is obtained. 

Examination of our correspondent's 
wiring diagram at once showed the 
cause of his trouble. The grid con
denser, connected between the plate of 
the first valve and the grid of the 
second was of a type in which the 
grid-leak clips were arranged so that 
the grid-leak was connected in parallel 
with the condenser. Instead of 
arranging that the grid-leak was in
serted only into the clip on the side 
of the condenser which was connected 

to the grid of the detector valve, the 
leak was placed in both clips, so that 
it was in parallel with the grid con
denser, and the clip which was con
nected to the plate of the first valve 
was also taken directly to L.T. +. 
This, of course, resulted in short-cir
cuiting the high-tension battery 
through the anode winding of the 
neutrodyne unit. 

To rectify the" fault the lead from 
the clip of the grid-condenser to L.T. + 
should be removed, one end of the 
leak should be inserted into the other 
clip (connected to the grid of the de
tector valve) and its free end should 
be joined to low-tension positive. This 
latter connection should be effected by 
means of a further clip into which the 
end of the leak should be gripped and 

' ' I built it after business hours · 
in less than a week. It gets Rome and 

30 other Stations on the Loud Speaker." 
The amateur who sent us that 
report is only one of hundreds who 
have found in the Bowyer-Lowe 
Super Heterodyne a powerful re
ceiver which is easy to build and 
use. Its range and selectivity 
astonish listeners. Its purity of 
reception is remarkable. When it 
is heard in operation, with only a 
frame aerial, even hardened wire
less fans are surprised at its quality, 

not by soldering directly on to the 
metal end cap, since the heat ol the 
iron is likely to impair the efficiency 
of the comronent. 

G.S.P. (HOBART, TASMANIA) 
wishes to construct a 3-valve receiver, 
using a loose-coupled circuit, with re
action on to the secondary, a valve 
detector and two stages of trans
former-coupled low frequency ampli
fication. He states that he has a 
number of plugs and jacks which he 
wishes to utilise, and encloses 
sketches of these. 

From our correspondent's sketches 
of his jacks we find he possesses a 
" single closed " jack, a " single 
filament " jack and two " double fila
ment "jacks. The three latter will be 
suitable for use in the circuit requested. 

You can build this set quickly and 
easi1y. The Constructor's Kit now 
offered, contains the principal 
components required, with Base
board,Drilled and Engraved Panels, 
Wiring Diagram, Blueprints, Pro
gressive Assembly Photographs, 
and fully explanatory book of 
instructions. 

This Kit is a Bowyer-Lowe Pro
duct. Every component is 
guaranteed, every one comes to 
you after an exhaustive test for 
efficiency. Building with these 
parts you are certain that your 
Super Heterodyne will be as effi
cient a receiver as science can 
make it. Moreover, if you need 
any special help or advice, the 
free service of our expert radio 
engineers is at your disposal. 
Winter is approaching. You want 
to hear France, Belgium, Italy, 
Spain, as well as English Broad
casting. In a week you can be 
listening to almost any station in 
Europe. Make the Bowyer-Lowe 
Super Het. It is a set of which 
you will be proud. Start building 
at once. Order this Kit to-day. The Kit Contains 

Constructor's Kit for making the 

BOWYER- LOWE SEVEN VALVE 
SUPER-HETERODYNE £10 

Baseboard, Front Panel, Valve Panel, and Terminal 
Panels, drilled, polished and engraved ; complete 
set of Bowyer-Lo\Ye Super-Het. Transformers· 
Model II Oscillator Coupler ,Square Law and Vernie; 
Condensers, Anti-Capacity Valve Holders, the princi
pal components for Super Het. building; together 
with blueprints of panel and wiring, £ 

1 0 Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd., Radio Works, Letchworth. progressive assembly Photographs au.d 

=iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil book of instructions. In box 
• ORDER TO-DAY DIREcr or FROM YOUR DEALER 
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The required circuit is given in 
Fig. I. From this diagram it will be 
seen that the tuning arrangements are 
quite normal, parallel tuning being 
indicated for the aerial circuit in which 
a suitable value for C 1 will be .ooos 
f<F. The coils will, of course, be de
termined by the wavelength range it is 
desired to cover. L2 C2 forms the 
secondarv circuit, and for C2 we would 
suggest ·a value of .0003 f<F. Leaky 
grid condenser rectification is used, 
the nonnal values of .ooo3 pF ami 
2 megohms being suitablf'. L3 is the 
reaction coil. The aerial, secondary 
and reaction coils will, of course, be 
mounted in a three-c(iil holdt>r. 

the {letector valve in place of the 
prim an· ot the first L F. transformer. 
The connections to C4, the by-pass 
condenser, should be noted, these 

separate grid biasing batteries to the 
last two valves have been indicated so 
that var\'ing tvpes of valves may be 
used to their full advantage. 

DIJUfJU .SINGU! r/1.. JACH 

Dealing with the remainder of the 
circuit it will be seen that twn double 
filament j<Kks and one single filament 
jack have been used. The connections 
to these look somewhat complicated, 
but actuallv in practice the wiring is 
usually fairly simple, and short le;1ds 
may be obtained if the component:; 
are suitabh· spaced. Reference to the 
diagram will show that when the tele
phones arc plugged into the single fila .. 
ment jack all the valves m·c lit and 
brought into circuit, provided the fila
ment rhcostats are suitably adjusted. 
With the 'phones in the second double 
filament jack the last valve is auto
matically switched off, tl1C' 'phones 
!'laced in the plate circuit of the second 
valve and the first two valves only used. 
With the plug in the first doul)le fila
ment jack the filaments of the last two 
valves are extinguished and the 
'rhones placed in the plate circuit of 

Fig. I.-A straight 3-valve circuit consisting of a detector valve and two 
note magnifiers, in which jacks are incorporated to enable one, two or 

three valves to be us<-d. 

being arranged so that this condenser 
is in parallel with either the telephones 
or the primary of the first L F. trans
former according to whether one or 
more valves are being used. 

If dE"sircd, a common value of high 
tension mav be applwd to all t~uee 
vah·es bv joining H.T. +r, +2 and 
+3 together, but this practice is not 
to be advised whet·e a considerable 
amount of power is to be handled, Separate high-tension tappings and 

Prov. Patent 9127/25. 

For the Discriminating Buyer : 
"We cannot recall having seen a 
better finished article.. •• 

TB£ BRITISH TRADE JoURNAL. 

If you fit a 

Component 
you get RELIABLE and EFFICIENT 
working. an ORIGINAL D&SIGN 
giving you the·~ Something Different:• 
and Skilled Workmanship.. with Righ 
Class Finlsh. Look, for example; at the 

FORTEVOX SQUARE LAW 
VARIABLE CONDEfiSER 

This NEW 
DESIGN 

Ja the only Condenser giving 

!~A~!~?e~. on Ft;:th ~~~~c~~:!er:;~~ 
Recording Cha.rts with each instrument. 
One Hole Fixing. 

Note this Sea son's Revised Prices 

.801 

.00075 
• IJOOS 
.0003 
.0002 

Plain Vernier 
s. d. s. d. 
13 9 each 17 3 each 
130., 166, 
10 6 " 14 0 .. 
9 0 .. 12 6 
8 6 .. 12 0 
Postage Sd. 

NOTE. ON SALE IN OCTOBER 
THE NEW "FORTEVOX" 

VARIABLE GRID LEAK 
An ingenious and e11tirely Original Design. 
Beautifully made. Contains NO card
board, paper. discs, or fihre. 

RETAiNS CONSISTENT .S.PERFECT VARIATION. 
Stocked brl all reputa/Je deolers, or obtaina/Je direct /rmP : 

FRASER & GLASS Assemblv WQI"b, Middle-Lane, Horns"J'. 
, LONDON, N.8. 'Piume,Mountview2225. 

Scouish ./f6ini..'.: KEITB..&IRWJN, 3'!>.-~.Stzut. GLASGOW 
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Fo_r making all Wireless Connections 
use the 

,Aualittt 
\!1::l RADIQ_~ 
ELECTRIC 

SOLDERING 
SET. 

Works from any 
wireless , accumu
lator. 

Complete, as illus
trated, with full 
instructions. 

5;6 
Postage 3d, 

No gas fire or lamp needed. Always ready, no waste; 
a joint is made in a few seconds. The soldering bit 
being of carbon, it requires no cleaning or tinning. 

If Y'JIIt dealer cannot .,.1>111, we send pm/ free if Y'JU mention his name and address. 

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 
95/8, WHITE LION STREET, LONDON, N.1. 

1.-iberal Trade Terms. 1.-IST FR~. 'Phone: North sosr. 
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since a power valve, taking a higher 
value of high tension than the other 
valves, will be found advantageous in 
the last stage. Similarly the first L.F. 
valve will probably require. a higher 
vahJe of anode supply than the detector 
for most satisfactory working. 

Shunt condensers across the high
tension tappings are also to be advised, 
imd these should be connected behveen 
H .T. negative and H. T. +I, 2 and 3 
respectively. Suitable values would 
be I or 2 pF. These have been 
omitted from the diagram for the sake 
of simrlicity. 

M.A. (CHELMSFORD) asks what 
is meant by '' spacing '' and '' mark
ing '' waves in wireless telegraphy. 

\Vhen an arc is employed for tele
graphic transmission it cannot be 
stopped and started in a wry short 
space of time, and it has, thereforc, 
to be continuouslv maintained in 
operation during the. whole of the time 
in which a message is transmitted. 
The arc is therefore arranged to oscil
late at a ccrtain wan·length whilst the 
key is up and to radiate at a 
different wavelength when the key 
is depressc·d. This is effected by 
making the key operate a magnetic 
relay which short circuits a part of the 
aerial tuning inductance. Two waves 
are thus radiated bv the arc transmit
ter, one when the transmitting key is 
up, and a shorter wave when the key 
is depressed. The first-mentioned 
wave is known as the " spacing " 
wave and the other as the " marking " 
wave. 

F. E. (POOLE) wishes to employ 
a power valve in the note magnifying 
stage of his All-Concert de Luxe 
receiver and asks \JS what alterations 
will be necessary in the wiring. 

To use a power valve to full advan
tage our correspondent will have to 
make but two slight alterations to the 
wiring of his receiver, in order that 
this valve shall receive a higher value 
of high-tension than the H.F. and 
detector valves and also grid bias. 

If reference is made to the wiring 
blue print enclosed in Radio Press 
Envelope ~ o. 4, a short lead will be 
seen connected from the right hand 
middle contact of the " telephone or 
loud-speaker " switch to a long lcad 
joining the m<wing plates of the 
. 00025 pF condensn to high-tension 
positive. This short lead, \vhich ends 
near the figures " .00025," should be 
removed and the middle right-hand 
contact of the switch should then be 
connected to a further terminal which 
will be used for the high-tension rosi
tive terminal for the last valve. The 
2 I'F condenser at present connected 
across the high-tension supply to a!! 
valn·~. will now be across the supply 
to the high-frequency and detector 
vah·es only. It is therefore advisable 
to connect a further 2 i"F condenser 
between H.T. negative and the new 
high-tension positive terminal. 

In order to insert a grid-biasing 
battery it will be necessary to remove 
the lead from the IS terminal of the 
L.F. transformer to L.T. negative and 
to bring a connection out from IS to a 
further terminal which will become 

Why • 
IS 
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grid-bias negative. The positive end 
of the grid-bias battery can be con
nected directly to the L.T. negative 
terminal which will also still serve 
to take the lead from the negative 
side of the low-tension battery. 

W. C. (WO KING) is experiencing 
trouble with his "Powerful 3:.valve 
Receiver," described by Mr. Harris 
in the April issue of '' The Wireless 
Construc.or. '' When first con
structed the set functioned in a 
very satisfactory manner, but 
of late signal strength has tended to 
decrease, and finally, after the set 
had not been .in use for a week, when 
again put into service, only a loud 
buzzing or howling noise could be 
obtained . 

From these ~ymptoms we would ad
vise that the high-tension batfery be 
renewed. \Vhen signal strength gradu
allv falls off and finallv the set buzzes 
or" howls the cause" is most often 
located in the high-tension battery, 
which has run down and developed a 
high internal resistance. This resist
ance is common to the plate circuits 
of all valves, and thus exerts coupling 
effects which cause the valves to 
oscillate at low frequency. The note 
of the howl will not be changed by 
tuning on the condensers, but adjust
ment of the filament resistances of 
the note magnifier valves will alter its 
volume. If the tendency towards buz
zing is only slight the placing of large 
condensers, of 2 I'F or larger, across 
each high-tension tapping will effect 
a temporary cure. 

THE HALL MARK OF "QUALITY " EBONITE? 
Because it is made from finest rubber and sulphur 

ITS POLISH 
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF 

IT HAS 
PROVED ITSELF 

All branded panels guaranteed free from surface leakage. 

Write for full particulars and List B. 

The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd., HANWELL, LONDON, W.7 

Rods, Tubes and Mouldings 
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CJbe M-JL anode converter 
T HE M-L Converter is designed to replace H.T. 

Batteries. 
It consists chiefly of a small motor-converter, being 

fed from an accumulator through a controlling rheostat. 
The high-tension current is generated by a specially 
wound motor of high efficiency, and supplied at the 
output terminals free from any ripple or hum due to the 
machine. This is secured by smoothing circuits. which 
are incorporated in the complete converter. 

The M-L Anode converter is particularly recom
mended for use with Power Amplifying Valves or 
Transmitting Valves where a smooth and constant supply 
of H.T. current of the order of 20 to 30 milliamps is 
required. The current consumption of the motor is 
extremely low owing to its high efficiency and it is 
absolutely si! en t and free from vibration in working. 
Single Voltage Types: Type B (6/120v.or4/80v.) £11 5 0 

Type C (12/300v.) £13 10 0 
TypeD (12/SOOv.) £18 0 0 

TwoVoltageTypes :Type BX (6/120v. or4/80v.) £12 15 0 
Type ex (12/300v.) ... £15 o o 

We shall be J!lad to send full particulars of all M-L 
Anode Converters and auxiliary apparatus on request. 

s. SMITH SONS (M.A) LTD. 
179-185 Great Portland Street, London, 

Telephone: Langham 2323 

W.l 
E.P.S.7. 
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Still 
way 
ing 

the Best 
of build .... 
ones set 

Radio Press Envelopes show the 
novice the simplest and safest way 
to construct his set. The possi
bility of error has been eliminated " 
by the careful and complete in
structions contained in each enve

lope. 

Their range covers every kind of 
receiver from crystal to multi
valve, and all are guaranteed to 
give efficient results if the instruc
tions are carried out. 

RADIO PRESS 
ENVELOPES 

Post 
No. Priee. Free. 
1 How to Build an ST100 Receiver . . 1/6 1/9 

By John ti!'ott-Taggttrt, l<'.Inst.P., 
A.JVLI.E.K 

2 How to Bi!ild the " Family " 4· 
Valve Receiver . . . . . . 2/6 2/9 

l}r Pcrey W. Han·is, JH.I.ILK 
3. How to Build the " SimpliCity" 

3-Valve Set . . . . 2/6 2/9 
By G. P. Kcndall, ll.Sc. 

4 How to Build the All-Concert de 
Luxe Receiver . . . . . . 2/6 2/9 

By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E. 
5 How to Build the Omni Receiver . . 2/6 2/9 

By .John Hcott-Taggart, .~'.Inst.P., 
A.M.I.E.R 

6 How to Build the ABC Wave Trap.. 1/6 1/9 
By G. P. Kerulall, 1l.Sc. 

7 How to Build a 2·Yalve Amplifier 
de Luxe .. .. .. .. 1/6 1 (9 

By Hcrbcrt K. Simpson. 
8 How to Make a 1-Yalve Reflex 

Receiver . . . . . . 1/6 1 (9 
By Hcrbcrt K. Simpson. 

9 How to Build an Efficient Single-
Valve Set . . . . . . 1/6 t /9 

By HNbNt K. Simpson. 
10 The Twin-Valve Loud-speaker Re-

ceiver . . . . . . . . 2/6 219 
By John Scott~Ta.ggart 1 F.Inst.P., 

A.M.I.E.K 
11 An Adaptable Crystal Set . . 1 '6 1/9 

lly Pen·y W. Harris, M.I.R.E. 

All the aboue can be obtained 
from Wireless Dealers, News
agents, BookstaUs-cw direct 

from-Dept S. 

Far prompt an.d sure tlelivery when ordering 
direct please write you.r name in BLOGK:. 

LETTERS 

RADIO PRESS, LTD., 
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, 

LONDON, W.C.z. 

'AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY" Is A GuARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BuYERS. 
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D EVERY 
TUESDAY 

WEEKLY 

No . . 3 
NOW ON 

SALE 
"WIRELESS," the great new Radio Press 

weekly,. has exceeded all expectations 
in demand. Its light varied contents have 
gained the approval of thousands of Radio 
enthusiasts, hitherto without an appropriate 

THE EDITOR : 
PERCY W. HARRIS, 

M.LR.E. 

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: 
JOHN SCOTT~TAGGART, 

F.lnst.P., A.M.I.E.E. 

RESEARCH EDITOR: 
Major JAMES ROBINSON, 

D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P. 

,----------·--·l 
I Buy your I 
l copy TO-DA Yl 
I I 
I 

ObtaiMble at all Bool{stalls and Newsagents. 1 
If nny difficulty send 13/· far ~arly subscrip-

1 lion to Radio Press, Ltd., Bush House, Strand, I L _____ w.c.z. ____ _ _ l 

weekly. 
" WIRELESS " appeals to everybody. You 
cannot help liking it. Start with No. 3 
TO·DA Y, it contains many striking features. 

ARTICLES YOU MUST READ IN 
No. 3 : 

LICENCE PROFITEERING BY THE POST 
OFFICE. By Lt. Commander Kenworthy,R.N.,M.P. 

HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM REACTION. 
By Major James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.lnst.P. 

HOW AMERICA PAYS FOR BROADCASTING. 
By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R .E. 

HOW TO MAKE A VERNIER CRYSTAL SET. 
HOW to MAKE a SENSITIVE ONE .. VALVE SET. 

By Stanley G. Rattee, M.l.R.E. 
Ar..d numerous practical and constructional notes. 
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4 \VIREI.ESS \VEEI\LV ADVERTISEMENTS. 

There is a Sterling 
Speah.er or Component 
purpose. There is 
quality apparatus and 

Receiver, Loud 
for every radio 

Br·ef p~rticulcws of tltc illa~tlra• 
tion•• •ltowirtJJ a r•P'••~nta lue 
ronr• of t #.e fomou• S t• rling 

produc:t• 

Receiving Sets 
STERLI"'C CRYSTAL RECEIVER. 
Wit h semi .. auto,.atic detector. W .-ve 
ransre 300-1,600 metres £3 : 3 : v 
FOUR. VALVE RECEIVER. A 
lon 1 rJn tc set, t un>blc l•e m 40 to 
S,OJ3 nlcttes. L~.-s tccenuries and 
to,.hic, • £ .t8 : 1 .5 : 0 
"A'IOOION" TWO-VALVE R~ 
CElVER. A lonr ranlfe in tr"ume' \l 
of e.:ceotional merit. Leu acceuoriet 
and rovnlt iea • - £ S : 0 : 0 
Th< "Anodion.. RonRe also includ« 
one, three and four ualv! lut>u. 
TWO..VALVE POWER AMPLI
FIC:R. ~..:islly de iped to si•• 
;rut volume "".;thout di tortion. l rt 
two typ ll• 0: 9 :J 8 :0 & £ 9 :5 :.> 
" RJ::C INA" FOUR-VALVE FLOOR 
CABJ.~ET RECEIVER. A b.autilul 
,d:~conuined instrument \\;t, a 
•• Primtx" Lcud Sp .. ker. lncludint 
occe.•oritl but le;s roJ&Ibe> • £63 

Loud Spea~ers 
"DI:-IKIE." "The l.i~tle Fel!o.v 
with tbe Loud Voice·· • - 3 0 / • 
"MELLOVOX." A tup•em•lv p•r· 
fett hornleu model at a populor 
price .. - 4 8 /
., BABY." "T~e moll popular enter• 
tai nef io t~e world •• • .. 50/ .. 
"PRI:>1AX." " The very soul of 
musi ~. '' An ex_c~p:.ion •lly hand ome 
hornlcn mod I - • .to 6 : 0 . 0 
"AUDIVOX 11." Tho •ll·pW'J>o o 
in.urum~nl for homo ot public 
ue -£4 : 10 . 0 

Compon ents 
"NO~.PONC" VALV£ HOLOER5. 
Obviste mierop ' onic noise; anJ 
fen -tac11 ,:,. life of valves • 4 / 3 
V.lve Holder Ad•pter • 51· 
AERIAL COJPLI:-.JG UNITS. 
Specially con tructcd ror short wave 
reeeptlon. ~0-150 metros • 8 / 6 

13S-l15 me.tre • 9 • 
R<:ACTION UNi rS. Provide an 
e .fident and convtnient method o£ 
~mplo1inz relc~iln . In eir,,t t •-oe,, 
coverinl' wave cenzt_bs from 40 to 
5.00~ melT.. • • E>c 1 1 2 / 6 
SQUAR'l LAW VARIABLE CO~
DENSERS. With and "it 'out vernier 
ad u..tmcnt~ •1 o geared; double 11nd 
triple; nnd b!llanc~d type 1, Price» 
on application. 
I\ITERVALVE TRA"JSF'OR:\1ER~. 
Fot di tortionlMs lo-, frequency ampli .. 
6eation. Unmounted • • 2 0 • 

Mounted • 2 5 • 
PIGH GRADE VARIOMETEit 
\Va\•e--len-cth t~n 1e w l en u cd l ur 
aerial tunin,. 250to2.725 meltel;.! 1 1-
., LLLLIPUT" HEADPHONES. A 
verlt.ble mutup:ec-e of hr ... dp~one 
efficiency • Per Pair 2 0(• 

At )O:Ir radio d ealer• 

-

wider range 
In the country . 

no of . 
prices 

Announcement of THE MARCONI P HONE COMPANY, U MITED 
210-212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. LONDON. W.l 

Sole Agents for STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.. L TO. 

Published by the Proprlelon,, RAo•o Pll(SS. LTo., nush House. Strand, L ondon. W.C.a. ,on W!ld~esday or ea~h ~eek. and or.inte.d for them by '1'~1 
Avc~uc P:"~~ (L. \:pcoll Oui & Son. Ltd.). 55-57, Drury Laoe. W.C.2. Atltlres< fer !Sub~cnellon~ nnd £d1tortnl CommuoJc:u•on> :- Bu·h R cru;e. 
Str:uul London, W.C.2. Atlvtrlisemeot Managers : Bucurs AO\"KRTI&ISO. LTD .. BnEb ll< uEe. :.I rand. J.ondco, \\' .C.2. Rtgilttred as a nt">f!lper 
untl tor transuu~lon by Cannd~an Magazine Post. Sub~rription rates :-32 6 per annum. 16/3 fn >'is months, po~t fr.~. Sole AK~nt> fer Au•trn:asia, 
QQ~PQS .t; OuTCu <Australaolu), t.TP. For Canada :-!mnuL.:\EW8, LTD. For sr.ulh .Hr;c~: CK<TR.IL .:\r,11 s -~GENC\', Lrp. For Japan ,-S.u.e « f'nuu, Lro. 


